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MARCELO F. AEBI 

FOREWORD 

ln the closing speech which 1 gave at the seminar 
on prison treatment in Frascati fast September, of 
which there is also a summary report in this Bulletin, 1 
said that 1 was convinced of the need not to abandon 
the principle of education either in theory or at the leve/ 
of day to day involvement. This principle must be the 
foundation of prison treatment and prison systems, in 
spite of the many criticisms - sorne of them justified 
- leve/led at the notion of "treatment" in connection 
with imprisonment. 

1 was convinced then, as 1 am now, that the prin
ciple of treatment - that is the need to offer a variety 
of positive solutions in arder to prevent as far as poss
ible the severe harm which may be caused to the 
prisoner 's personality by detention -must be adhered 
to in its entirety. ln the same way, the prisoner should 
be given the best possible opportunity to become 
reintegrated into society after his re/ease, and this 
means that the outside world has an essentia/ ro/e to 
play. ln a number of specifie cases, this principle has 
not yet been tully applied. Consequent/y, before con
demning it as a tai/ure, we must make one fast effort 
to humanise imprisonment as much as possible. 

1 do not consider this to be a fast ditch effort, and 
one which may now be considered superseded by the 
utopian view that imprisonment should be done away 
with altogether. ft must be clear to anyone who is sti/1 
fighting for the progressive abolition of prison (in other 
words for the use of prison on/y as a fast resort for the 
most serious cases of social deviance) and for a cor
responding increase in alternatives to imprisonment, 
that, at /east in the medium-term, imprisonment must 
nonethe/ess remain one of the penalties available, pro
vided that it is restructured, given the massive degree 
to which it is currently used. 

For this reason it is essential that the improve
ment of prison conditions shou/d remain one of the 
major concerns of prison administrations. 

With this in mind, the activities of the Council of 
Europe and of the Committee for Co-operation in 
Prison Affairs have a decisive role to play. ft is of the 
latter body in particular whose intensive and thorough 
work has given us the European Prison Ru/es as a 
framework for the legal organisation of prison affairs in 
the new Europe , these progressive and humane provi
sions which have served as a source of inspiration for 
ltalian legislation. 

Although these Ru/es do not have mandatory 
force, they have considerable moral authority, which 
has its roots in the common heritage of al/ the 
democratie nations of Europe. 

1 sincerely hope that the Council of Europe, and in 
particu/ar the Committee for Co-operation in Prison 
Affairs, will continue to col/aborate on request with 
prison administrations both on the technica/ side and 
in matters of organisation, to improve awareness of the 
Ru/es, which are practical provisions whose appli
cation should be encouraged and monitored. 

Final/y, 1 shou/d like to point to the achievements 
of the lta/ian Government and Parliament over the fast 
years in connection with prison problems and, more 
general/y, problems relating to the system of criminal 
justice of which prisons form a major part. 

The recent 1986 prison reform (Act No. 663 of 
10 October 1986) considerab/y enlarged the scope of 
non-custodial treatment, thus offering to al/ prisoners 
whose attitude is sufficiently positive, the opportunity, 
inter alia, of having their imprisonment converted into 
treatment in an open environment. This has had 
beneficia/ effects on the prison environment and has 
brought about a certain reduction in the total prison 
population. 

ln the medium and longterm, the reform of the 
Code of Criminal Procedure has a/ready been com
pleted and its full application is eagerly awaited ; this 
will certain/y have an even more decisive influence in 
this respect. By making it possible to expedite pro
ceedings and thus to reduce the time spent on 
remand, it will help to restore the balance between the 
number of convicted prisoners and those in detention 
on remand. 

Although the prison system has been with us for 
many centuries a great deal of work sti/1 needs to be 
done in this area by al/ concerned, both in economie 
and human terms. 

The exchange of experiences at international 
leve/ and the co-operation between states sharing the 
same legal traditions within bodies such as the Cou neil 
of Europe are a great help to those dai/y confronted 
with the difficult problems of the protecting society and 
defending the rights of each human being. 

Giuliano Vassal/i 
Minister of Justice of /ta/y 
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Swedish viewpoints on prison building 

lt is a quite generally comprehended opinion that 
imprisonment is a scarcely successful and also 
expensive form of sanction and rehabilitation of 
offenders. Therefore it seems to be reasonable to ask 
why most West European countries today are building 
new prisons. The explanation is probably that we 
have not yet been able to find any alternatives to 
imprisonment which , at the same time , answer so
ciety's demands for protection against offenders, 
repudiation of the offence and neutralisation of the 
offender for periods of various lengths. This tact does 
not mean that we are not trying to find new methods. 
ln reality most countries have successively replaced 
imprisonment with other forms of sanctions . So far, it 
has however been shown to be impossible not to 
deprive of their liberty, persans who have committed 
crimes which, from society's point of view, are 
especially grave or dangerous. With this in mind the 
theory sometimes expressed that society should give 
up building new prisons sounds absurd. The less you 
believe in the rehabilitative influence of imprisonment, 
the clearer it appears that deprivation of liberty cannat 
be motivated by consideration for the sentenced per
san but rather for other persans . To sharpen the 
punishment by lett ing offenders serve their sentences 
in overcrowded , insanitary and inhuman prisons 
appears to be a quite irrelevant return to a century 
which was ended by the building of the single cell 
prisons . These prisons were erected during the latter 
part of the 19th century in practically ali countries in 
the West and still form a considerable part of the 
prison system in most countries . We have to 
remember that the layout of the prisons of the 19th 
century was based on a treatment-oriented 
philosophy which aimed at the conversion and 
improvement of the prisoner. Thus it was accepted 
already a hundred years ago that the punishment con
sisted of the deprivation of liberty but not of the way 
the offender was treated in prison . The theory as such 
had its defects since it was unknown at that time that 
most people are damaged when being isolated for a 
long period from other persans. But this tact does not 
eliminate the good purpose of the basic philosophy. 

. The single cell system was consequently 
1mplemented in Sweden under great influence from 
the contemporary king, Oscar 1, who had a strong per
sona! interest in the conditions of the prisons. A 
number of small prisons were erected ali over the 
country and ali held a building standard which has to 
be considered as very high for those days. A number 
of these prisons are still in use. Even if they cannat 
meet with current demands it can be stated that they 
have been used in quite a flexible way since their 
erection one hundred years ago. The prison building 
programme of the 19th century also paved the way for 
basic principles which are still the existing guidel ines ; 
to the greatest extent possible the inmates shall have 
a room of their own , the prisons shall be small in size 
and be geographically situated close to the offender 's 
place of residence. The last-mentioned two principles 
have been the subjects of a lively debate during the 
last thirty years. 
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The size of the prisons 

Before 1 continue to explain further the Swedish 
viewpoints on the size of the prisons 1 would like to 
draw your attention to certain Swedish conditions 
which will make my arguments less adequate for 
countries like for example Denmark, the Netherlands 
and Belgium. As you know Sweden is a relative ly big 
country in its area but thinly populated in comparison 
to other countries of the same size. Except for the 
cilies of Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmo the 
towns are relatively small. The living conditions in the 
northern parts of Sweden are in many respects dif
ferent from those in the southern parts even if im
proved communications and education have entailed 
an adjustment of geographical differences. However, 
there are still differences, for example, in dialect. 
There are also considerable problems for national 
economy and employment when people to a great 
extent refuse to leave their home districts. 

These circumstances are also relevant for 
prisoners. lt is often of great importance for the 
offender to be able to serve his sentence in a prison 
as close as possible to his home. This improves his 
possibilities of maintaining a close contact with family 
and fnends through visits and phone calls during the 
stay in prison. This tact also influences his 
possibilities of preparing his release and his persona! 
participation in these preparations. On the other hand 
it is obvious that Swedish prisons with a local con
nection must be rather small with a view to the limited 
population figure . The size entails another problem ; 
for economie reasons the resources of the prisons 
must be rather limited. lt is , for example, impossible 
to employ doctors and psychologists at a prison with 
few inmates. Even the choice of occupation for the 
inmates must be limited compared with a big prison. 
Management costs may be higher for a small prison 
than for a big one since certain functions are 
necessary irrespective of the number of in mates . The 
last-mentioned assumption is however not always 
correct . The big prisons have shown to have just as 
high a requirement of staff as the small ones and at 
present some of the bigger prisons also have the 
highest management costs in Sweden. Finally, a 
prison system with a local reception area gives rise to 
difficulties in specialisation of treatment and activities 
for different groups of inmates such as juveniles, 
recidivists, inmates who are unmotivated fo·r treal
ment, etc. 

The most important factor when choosing 
between small and big prisons in Sweden is improved 
relations between inmates and staff at a small prison 
where everybody knows each other and where the 
staff has the opportunity of creating such a persona! 
relation to inmates that they may have a normalising 
influence on the offenders. 

. ln Sweden disciplinary problems have generally 
ansen at pnsons where staff and inmates have been 
confronted without knowing each other. At the same 
time the anonymity offers opportunities for possible 
trouble-makers to carry on their activities without 
being observed or even identified. 



Single cells 

As mentioned earlier the 19th century prisons 
introduced the single cells. The purpose was to 
isolate in mates from each other to the greatest extent 
possible. Even when this principle had been replaced 
by the opinion that total separation from contact with 
other persons is harmful to man we tried to preserve 
the principle of one inmate in each cell, at least at 
closed prisons. Except for the humanitarian aspect 
that even a prisoner needs sorne privacy the single 
cell principle is valuable from a security point of view. 
At night, when the in mates are locked up in their cells, 
the staff may be reduced in comparison with that at 
day-time when there is a risk of a number of inmates 
taking part in organised escapes or internai incidents 
of trouble-making. 

The model with common dormitories for a 
greater number of inmates is not being used in 
Sweden . But a few prisons have cells with double 
beds. 

Security 

As long as the obvious task of the prisons was to 
keep the prisoners separated from the outside world 
it was natural that ali prison buildings included secur
ity against escapes. However, successively the corn
mon design of security arrangements has been 
changed. Today security varies considerably from 
prison to prison. At present ali degrees of security 
measures may be found; from closed high security 
prisons where the main purpose is to prevent 
prisoners considered as dangerous to society from 
escaping, to open prisons where security 
arrangements are practically none and where the 
prisoners are expected to stay voluntarily . Current 
opportunities for sejourns outside prison , for example 
during leave and work and study release, are sorne of 
the reasons which are assumed to make the inmates 
resist escaping. The length of the sentence is another 
important factor when judging how escape-prone an 
inmate might be. Offenders with very long sentences 
may be expected to have a greater interest in escap
ing than prisoners with a shorter imprisonment term . 
Since imprisonment sentences successively have 
been reduced in length this tact also influences the 
need for high security prisons . 

The varying inclination to escape is of course a 
factor which has to be considered when building new 
prisons. However, security degree and category of 
prisoners has to be decided already at the planning 
stage and this is of course a disadvantage. lt is 
however possible to "over-dimension" the obstacles 
to escape to make way for more restrictive rules. But 
this is often a very expensive alternative since such 
arrangements representa considerable amou nt of the 
total building cost. Another- but also rather expens
ive - method is to offset insufficient construction 
security by increasing the number of staff. Even in 
respect of security we have found in Sweden, that it 
it is more convenient to direct the ouilding programme 
towards small institutions. ln this way it is easier to 
separate certain escape-prone and dangerous 
in mates from the majority of prisoners who only under 

special circumstances , for example when worrying 
about relatives etc, are likely to escape and in such a 
case are considered to be of practically no danger to 
the public. When necessary it is generally also easier 
to strengthen the security measures at a small prison 
since a higher degree of security as a rule must com
prise the whole prison . 

ln the field of security there is at present an 
interesting on-going development from staff contri 
butions to electronic equipment. ln the long term this 
development will probably change the work of the 
staff from supervision and control towards efforts to 
ameliorate contacts with the inmates. 

Choice of site and location of prisons 

As a rule the 19th century prisons were located 
to the centre or the immediate outskirts of a town. The 
location of the prison often made it a striking feature 
among the town buildings. The architecture was 
usually castle-like with a harsh front which reminded 
the passing citizens of the · seriousness of society 
when taking care of offenders. 

The prisons of the 1940s changed the previous 
guidelines for the choice of prison sites. Now the 
prisons were located to relatively solitary parts of the 
country and at a certain distance from densely 
populated areas and municipalities. ln this way an 
increase in the size of the site was facilitated which 
made possible the spreading-out of the buildings. 
This was also the result of the distribution of the 
prisons into a number of separate pavilions. ln this 
way smaller units were created inside the bigger 
prisons. This new method of locating prisons mean! 
that the number of vacant jobs was increased in 
depopulated areas. Later on the closed prisons were 
also moved out from the towns. The architecture of 
these prisons became noticeable features in the 
neighbouring landscape since they are ali surrounded 
by high concrete walls which are strongly illuminated. 
The open prisons, however, were weil adjusted to 
their environments . 

ln recent years new working methods have been 
developed at the prisons. We have understood the 
value of continuous contacts between the prison and 
the outside world. The need of closeness to densely 
populated areas and good communications has been 
renewed. Once again the location of the 19th century 
prisons became important and the current building 
programme means a return to sites close to towns and 
municipalities. Once more the location of the 
buildings has become compact, a requirement which 
is ali the more important since the pavilion system has 
been shown to require an increased number of staff 
and thus is more expensive than a more compact 
architecture. 

Economy 

As 1 already mentioned when opening this state
ment imprisonment is an expensive sanction as 
regards building as weil as management. Therefore it 
is evident that the matter of economy has become ali 
the more important for the planning of the prison as 
weil as for the users. ln the 1960s a study was made 
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in arder to find the ideal number of places in prison 
from the viewpoint of building cast. The study 
stipulated the number at 500. At a prison of this size 
the common facilities such as kitchen, sickward, 
sports hall , etc were used to its maximum. This size 
also provided for efficient use of various experts on 
treatment. On the other hand a greater number of 
in mates would entail the need of doubling , resulting in 
loss of the profit. 

As already mentioned we have neither accepted 
the result of this study nor have we permitted it to 
dominate prison building in Sweden. Except for the 
advantages of small prisons as regards treatment 
aspects we have since become doubtful about the 
estimated economie advantages. The building costs 
are to a great extent influenced by security 
requirements . At small prisons security may be 
adjusted to the client's inclination to escape. This 
leads to a madel where different prisons have dif
ferent degrees of security and where the choice of 
prison in each individual case is adjusted to how 
escape-prone the prisoners are expected to be . The 
need for tully employed treatment experts decreases 
since local treatment resources may be used. This 
can either be arranged through part-time employment 
or by granting the inmate permission to leave the 
prison, on his own or supervised by staff, for a visit to 
a doctor, psychologist, etc. 

Prison building in Sweden 

When Sweden , after a long interval, started a 
comprehensive programme of prison building in the 
1950s the models were mainly copied from abroad -
and in the first place from the USA. The target was a 
limited number of relatively large prisons, equipped to 
receive the majority of inmates and having resources 
of their own, offering different forms of treatment and 
education. A building programme was elaborated 
where a maximum security prison for 300 to 500 pri
soners was to be built at five different places in 
Sweden. One or more closed prisons for 200 to 300 pri
soners and open prisons for about 1 00 prisoners each 
were to be attached to each of the "central prisons ". 
The central prison should have resources such as 
medical , psychological and other treatment experts. 
These prisons should also comprise a number of 
places for specially escape-prone prisoners or 
prisoners who were regarded as difficult to reach with 
treatment measures . Special prisons were built for 
juvenile offenders, recidivists and female prisoners. 
These prisons as weil as their treatment programmes 
were specially designed and adjusted to the different 
categories of prisoners. When this system was tully 
implemented th small 19th century prisons were to be 
taken out of use successively. The total number of 
places in the new system was estimated at between 
6,000 and 10,000 places. 

At the beginning of the 1970s one third of the 
planned programme had been concluded ending at 
about 2,000 places . A number of incidents were then 
to influence the future prison building in Sweden. 
Some of the new prisons became the abjects of heavy 
critici sm. The architectural design was considered to 
be much too influenced by security aspects. The 
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critics especially attacked the size of these prisons 
and such structural details as the distribution of the 
buildings on a huge area where communication 
between the buildings was undertaken through a 
system of underground culverts. The inmates had to 
move from one building to another without seeing any 
daylight. An association for the humanisation of the 
treatment of prisoners was formed by young univer
sity students. Even prison inmates started protests 
against the current regulations on treatment of 
prisoners , for example censoring of letters, solitary 
confinement as disciplinary punishment, and indeter
minate sentences. At the same time criminologists 
presented a number of studies proving bad effects on 
rehabilitation and high recidivism rates as a result of 
imprisonment. ln 1973 the total effect of the criticism 
made the government decide to turn the correctional 
policy towards sanctions not involving deprivation of 
liberty, such as conditional sentences and probation 
sentences. A parliamentary committee, named the 
Correctional Services Committee, was appointed by 
the government to propose new guidelines for the 
prison and probation system. 

1970 - the new prison building programme 

The new attitude towards prison building inter
rupted the ongoing building programme. To a certain 
extent Sweden returned to the previous madel of 
small prisons with local connections. The big prisons 
were still kept but the number of places was 
successively reduced and the largest one - Kumla 
Prison - was limited to about 200 places . The other 
prisons dating from the 1960s have ali been reduced 
except for a few open prisons . Ali prisons for 100 or 
200 prisoners and a further number of prisons of 
maximum security character were ali grouped and 
named "national correctional institutions" . The 
number of national institutions is now 19 with a total 
number of 1,770 places. 

The national prisons receive long-term prisoners, 
which in Sweden corresponds to imprisonment 
sentences of two years or more , or about 30% of the 
total number of inmates at a fi xed time. 

With reference to the name, national institutions 
receive prisoners from ali over Sweden. lnmates are 
placed at the different prisons with regard to the treal
ment programme of each institution . Thus prisoners 
who are considered to be specially escape-prone or 
dangerous to the security of the staff or co-inmates 
are to be sent to maximum security prisons. A few 
national prisons mainly receive juvenile offenders. A 
few others have specialised in treatment programmes 
for drug addicts. 

The closing of old prisons was now interrupted. 
According to a plan designed by the Committee on 
CorrectioQs forming a new group of prisons - local 
correctional institutions - which were to receive 
offenders sentenced to relatively short imprisonment 
terms or long-termers during the last few months 
before release . According to the plan old and less ser
viceable prisons were to be replaced by the new on es. 



Since a majority of the offenders only stay four to 
six months at a local institution this period shall 
primarily be devoted to preparations for release. 
Preparations shall be made in order to find employ
ment and housing for the inmates. The local insti
tutions provide for the maintenance of contacts 
between in mates and their relatives. If the inmate will 
be held under supervision after release he shall also 
establish contact with his layman superviser. As far as 
possible the inmate shall initiate necessary contacts 
himself. He may for example be granted short leaves 
during a few hours to visit possible employers or 
landlords. If the inmate receives a job which he may 
start already during the time in prison he may be 
granted work release. This means that the inmate 
works outside the prison but spends his free time in 
prison. ln the same way inmates may also begin 
theoretical or professional training outside the prison 
to be continued after final release . A relatively large 
group of inmates are drug misusers and here the 
imprisonment term is primarily to be concentrated on 
motivation for drug treatment. 

A condition for different forms of preparations for 
release - especially work release - is that the 
institution is situated at a short distance from the town 
or municipality where the inmate is going to be re
leased . Preferably an inmate having been granted 
work or study permits should be able to travel daily 
between the prison and his future place of residence. 
ln a country where the population density is definitely 
not one of the highest in Europe this is not an easy 
task. The committee tried however to fulfil this task by 
proposing the construction of 25 new prisons. These 
prisons should be small and be able to receive about 
40 inmates each . They should be located in the 
immediate neighbourhood of the largest cities and 
towns geographically spread ail over the country. ln 
this way about 1 ,000 new places were to be incor
porated into the prison system without any increase in 
the total number of places. lnstead the new ones were 
to replace prisons dating from the latter half of the 
19th century. The new prisons- or local correctional 
institutions - were to be erected during a period of 
15 years starting in 1974. 

The Swedish parliament approved the proposai 
in principal but requested a more precise plan stating 
the towns where the new prisons were to be located, 
what prisons were to be closed down and a time 
schedule for implementation. The Ministry of Justice 
presented the parliament with such a plan in 1980. 
The final plan included 32 new prisons. Construction 
work was estimated to be completed in 1990. 

lmmediately after the parliamentary decision in 
1974 the National Prison and Probation Adminis
tration beg an the planning in detail of the new prisons. 
The National Swedish Board of Public Building, the 
governmental agency responsible for national 
building , became a valuable partner as an expert on 
structural engineering. A great number of experts at 
the National Prison and Probation Administration 
were also involved, for example security staff, experts 
on different treatment programmes, staff adminis
trators and purchasing unit staff for furnishing and 

decoration. The proposais presented by this expert 
group were collected and described in a document 
named "Requests and Advice for Construction of 
Closed Local Institutions" . 

One important subject for the expert group to 
discuss and express their views on was the degree of 
security of the new prisons. The architecture and the 
choice of building material were dependant on the 
expert decision on requested security. The decision 
on medium security prisons was taken with a view to 
the category of prisoners who were to be placed at 
these prisons , that is offenders who are serving the 
last few months of their imprisonment term and who 
are not considered to be of great danger to society. 
Almost ali inmates are regularly granted leave in 
accordance with the 1974 Act on Correctional Treat
ment in Institutions. The short periods in prison as 
weil as substantial possibilities to be granted leave 
from prison prompted certain construction measures 
in order to prevent inmates from escaping. The cur
rent security measures provided for in the new prison 
buildings are a result of this argumentation. External 
walls , doors and windows cannet be forced without 
tooling for a considerable amou nt of ti me and th us cali 
the attention of the staff. 

However, none of the above-mentioned ob
stacles have the strength to prevent a well-planned 
escape but are intended to impede and to delay 
impulsive and unpremeditated escapes which are 
olten significant for juvenile offenders . The construc
tion of the windows is the real novelty of the new 
prisons. The windows are made of a very resistant 
laminated glass which can stand even heavy 
mechanical tooling. ln this way we have been able to 
avoid the traditional window bars and the con
ventional prison face . Another typical prison symbol 
- the surrounding wall - has been replaced by a 
double tence of four meters in height. We have to 
admit that when first introducing the window construc
tion it caused us a few problems but these are now 
being solved . 

The security arrangements inside the prisons 
mainly consist of a number of heavy doors which 
divide the prison into small units. The purpose of the 
doors is not to obstruct escapes but to decrease the 
risk for assault on prison staff and, if necessary, to 
separate the different parts of the prison in case of an 
emergency or agitation among the prisoners. 
Generally, these security measures are only used at 
night. 

The expert group stated that the occupation of 
the inmates must be arranged so that ail inmates take 
part in prison work. lt should also be flexible in order 
not to impede the preparations for release. Not
withstanding the short imprisonment terms the 
occupation of the inmates is an important instrument 
in order to facilitate their adjustment into society. This 
basic principle paved the way for two workshops for a 
total of 25 inmates in each prison . ln general, the new 
prisons include a mechanical and a woodworking 
workshop. 

As far as possible the work in these workshops 
is to be adjusted to equivalent industry work on the 
civil market. lnmates who lack knowledge at primary 
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and secondary school leve! due to neglected or inter
rupted schooling are entitled to study. Teachers are 
provided for by the public educational system. 

"Daily life training " is included in the ordinary 
theoretical training programme and the prison school 
building is also furnished with necessary premises for 
this purpose. This training is mainly intended for 
in mates who- due to different reasons- lack social 
education which generally is received at home. The 
abject in view for the majority of inmates is to grant 
them work or study permits towards the end of the 
sentence. While still controlling and observing their 
leisure time activities and their habits the offenders 
may successively get used to a normal lite outside the 
safe routines of the prison . By granting work and 
study permits we try to moderate the inmate's excite
ment before his release and so soften the transition to 
a life in freedom. 

Naturally, the inmate's spare time is just as 
important as work and studies . At the new prisons 
spare time is mainly concentrated on a number of 
small units consisting of five rooms where the in mates 
live, a lounge and a kitchenette. lt has long been the 
ambition of the Swedish Prison Service to divide the 
inmates of a prison into small groups. This system 
diminishes the inmates' possibilities of avoiding ali 
contacts with prison staff. A persistent contact 
improves the possibilities of the staff to control the 
inmates' activities and to effect changes in their 
attitudes to criminality , drugs , etc. ln comparison to 
normal prison wings the very small groups now 
created provide opportunities for a more natural co
existence between inmates and staff as weil as 
between the inmates themselves . The last mentioned 
effect may be looked upon as an important element of 
social education and training in respecting other per
sans, for example the inmates have to prepare 
breakfast and supper themselves and they eat 
together in the unit lounge. As a side-effect of small 
units the inmates no longer have to be locked up in 
their rooms at night which is the case at other closed 
prisons. Here only the unit door is closed at night. 
Thus problems with inmates suffering from 
claustrophobia when being left alone in a locked cell 
have vanished. Besides the inmates' living quarters 
the new prisons also have a number of premises for 
leisure time activities. These are mainly intended for 
physical training and consist of another football green 
and a small indoor sports hall . Special equipment is 
available for weight lifting and other forms of training 
of muscles. 

Each year about 14,000 persans are sentenced 
to imprisonment in Sweden but only about 500 of 
these are women . The average number of women per 
day in prison is 130. Until the middle of the 1970s ali 
female prisoners were placed at one women's prison. 
When planning the new prisons the subject of female 
prisoners was brought up. The tact that women have 
as much need of close contact with their families and 
town of residence as men had to be considered. On 
the other hand it was unrealistic to build separate 
local institutions for a very small number of female 
offenders . Therefore , the prison authorities decided 
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that the new local institutions should receive women 
as weil as men. The women 's rooms were to be 
separated from the men 's units . But during day-time 
female offenders were to be treated in the same way 
as male prisoners and join in their activities . This 
system runs the risk of unwanted relations between 
female and male prisoners . However, the previously 
expressed danger of male staff and male inmates 
taking unfair advantage of female prisoners was 
estimated as very small. lnstead this risk was con
sidered to be balanced by improved possibilities for 
female prisoners to serve their sentences at a prison 
near their homes and better conditions for prep
arations for final release. 

ln comparison with other countries Swedish 
prisons by tradition have a relatively large number of 
staff. This is also the case at the new prisons . The 
work of the staff is mainly concentrated on measures 
facilitating the inmates' social adjustment. These 
measures are for example social and physical train
ing, assistance in finding employment and housing 
and efforts in order to motivate drug misusers for 
treatment. With a view to the same argumentation as 
for security measures provided for by the construction 
and technical planning of the prisons the surveillance 
duties of the prison officers have been limited. 

ln 1975 the planning entered a second stage ; 
translation of the plans into practice. This work also 
turned out to be time-consuming since it now and then 
was shown to be difficult to find suitable sites. This 
was especially the case in the Stockholm area where 
possible neighbours emphatically protested against a 
future prison in the neighbourhood . ln other parts of 
the country the implementation was not that difficult. 
Finding sites was easiest in towns where an old prison 
was to be replaced by a new one. 

To begin with the government was in doubt about 
how this new prison building programme should be 
financed . lronically enough the solution to this pro
blem became the heavy recession which affected 
Sweden at the end of the 1970s and the beginning of 
the 1980s. The recession entailed extensive 
unemployment among building workers. ln order to 
solve this problem the government decided to initiate 
national building which had been planned but never 
implemented due to financial reasons. Th us a number 
of projects planned by the Swedish Prison Service 
could be started. 

ln 1979 the first new prison was opened in Hel
singborg- a town in the south of Sweden. Since then 
18 new prisons have been built and opened . The 19th 
prison will be opened by the tu rn of this year. Another 
seven prisons are to be found at different stages of 
planning. As yet we do not know whether or when 
financial means will be granted for these projects. lt is 
however quite clear that building speed will be slowed 
down since previous unemployment has been re
placed by a current lack of manpower. National 
building has now decreased. 

Finally, 1 would like to say a few words about the 
costs of the new local institutions. The first few 
prisons were built and furnished for about 25 million 
Swedish Crowns each . At present the cost is 



estimated at about 40 million Swedish Crowns. Con
sidering the current value of money the total costs for 
the building programme has now reached the sum of 
750 million Swedish Crowns . No doubt this is an 
investment of considerable size. ln our opinion 
Sweden invested in a better and more qualified 
system of correction al treatment and, in addition, 
necessary investments have been made in a field of 
society which has long been tremendously neglected. 

Summary 

ln many respects Sweden has become famous 
for searching for the middle course in Swedish so
ciety. This is also highly relevant for the Swedish 
Prison System. There are national institutions for 

·long-termers. The number of places in these prisons 
is relatively high which offers possibilities for various 
specialist resources . The national system with highly 

Health 1n prisons 

A prison is not a hospital. lt is a place where 
society inflicts a punishment and where the objectives 
of deterence, punishment and rehabilitation are pur
sued with a view to maintaining the social order. lt 
may be questioned as to how far these objectives are 
attained, but that is to beyond the scope of this article . 
ln any event, those objectives are based on two 
values: justice and security. The addition of a third 
value , health , almost inevitably creates a potential 
conflict . 

Prisoners are entitled ta health protection. This 
proposition cannot be contested . The European 
Prison Rules contain 6 articles on the subject of 
medical services . There are two fundamental and 
combined objectives: the provision of health pro
tection to prisoners and the maintenance of a close 
relationship with the general administration of the 
health service of the community or nation . ln other 
words , the prison population must receive health pro
tection at a level comparable to that provided to the 
general public. Accordingly, without exception , prison 
administrations make provision for on the spot 
medical care and access to hospital treatment. 
However, the quality of the protection is often 
disputed , because financial restraint and the lack of 
premises have restricted the development of prison 
medical services , in particular in countries where the 
number of prisoners has increased progressively. 

The health of the prison population is different to 
that of the general population . On the one hand, there 
are fewer health problems due to old age, while, on 
the other, the general incidence of illness on ad
mission is high, especially if account is taken of the 
fact that the majority of prisoners are young men . Ac
cording to a survey carried out in the United States1, 

addiction was the problem most frequently 
encountered on admission (unlawful drugs : 41% ; 
alcohol : 18%). Only 41 % of prisoners were in good 

specialised prisons offers opportunities for individual 
adjustment of treatment according to the personality 
and the needs of the prisoners. On the other hand the 
system of small local institutions gives the offender 
possibilities to establish contacts with the outside 
world which are valuable to him upon release. The in
mate may in this way successively pass on to a life in 
freedom which the staff can supervise whilst offering 
their support. 

ln my opinion the Swedish national and local 
institutions represent a model for a well -balanced 
prison system . 

Vilhelm Karlstr6m 
Head of Planning and Co-ordinating Department 

National Swedish Prison and Probation Administration 

health . Of the others, 17% had suffered a recent 
injury, 18% had serious dental problems , 7% defec
tive eyesight, and 46% skin disease. There was also 
a high rate of psychiatrie illness; 13% of prisoners 
suffered from a recognised psychiatrie disorder. 

No comparable statistics are available for the 
European countries , but experience suggests that the 
incidence of illness of admission is generally high. 
Prisoners enter prison with health problems, for 
obvious reasons. They usually come from deprived 
backgrounds. Their anti-social behaviour may be the 
expression of a psychological condition such as drug 
addiction and mental illnesses. Their way of life may 
be to a greater or lesser extent incompatible with nor
mal health protection . lt is striking to note that over the 
last two decades, certain categories of handicapped 
persons, who should normally have been placed in 
specialised institutions, have been sent to prison. 
Psychiatrie hospitals, hostels for the homeless and 
centres for the treatment of alcoholism have insuf
ficient space . There are no collective services which 
could replace such specialised establishments. This 
is why an increasing number of the homeless and the 
needy, of alcoholics and the mentally ill find 
themselves in the prison system . This process has led 
to an increase in the level of psychiatrie illness2 and 
that of related physical disorders . Thus , health protec
tion in prison suffers from an initial handicap which is 
not preventable : the poor state of health of the 
prisoners on admission. 

Would it not then be possible to improve the 
health of persons who are detained for more than one 
week? A thorough examination on admission , 
appropriate health education and advice, protection 
against the use of unlawful drugs and the excessive 
consumption of alcohol, a regular diet and specifie 
medical and dental treatment could alleviate a large 
number of the conditions diagnosed on admission . 
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Recently, an epidemiological survey of French 
prisons showed a lower overall death rate than in the 
general population , in spite of the tact that the rates 
of death by suicide and as a result of cardio-vascular 
disease are significantly higher. However, this is com
pensated for by a lower rate of deaths from violence, 
accidents and cancer3 . The authors therefore con
elude that prison provides a "protective" and prophy
lactic environment. However, this survey only 
concerns convicted prisoners , and it has been clearly 
established that the death rate during the first period 
of detention is higher, particularly in terms of suicides. 
Si nee remand prisoners forma large part of the prison 
population , the conclusions of Clavel and his 
colleagues3 cannot be applied generally. 

lndeed, detention does not always have such a 
positive effect on health , either as a result of a lack of 
sufficient resources, or because of the existence of 
pathogenic factors in the prison environ ment: 

a. Psychological stress: stress is particularly 
intense in the first weeks or months of detention . The 
loss of contact with family or friends , the uncertainty 
regarding criminal proceedings and the difficulties of 
adapting to prison lite give rise to acute anxiety and 
depression . Self-mutiliation and suic ide attemtps are 
relatively frequent. But stress also affects long term 
prisoners. lts causes are different : conflicts with 
fellow prisoners , lack of privacy, overcrowding of pri
sons, uncertain future. Isolation and high risk regimes 
are particularly stressful. At the same time high levels 
of stress are noted in the weeks preceeding release. 
Stress gives rise to psychiatrie illness, which in most 
cases takes the form of reactive anxiety and de
pressive symptoms4 . One consequence is a highier 
suicide rate than in the general population3 , parti
cularly during the first period of imprisonment5 . lt 
also causes certain somatic disorders. Psycho
somatic illnesses such as asthma, stomach ulcers 
and colitis are olten difficult to treat in prison . Where 
the condition has been stabi lised in certain patients, 
they do not always respond to holding treatment. Sur
gery is sometimes necessary because stress has 
become chronic . Serious anxiety may also aggravate 
various types of cardiac disorders: heartbeat con
ditions, angina pectoris. The risk of a heart attack 
(myocardial infarction) is increased. 

b. Overcrowding and unhygenic cond itions: 
these two factors are particularly important in relation 
to transmissible diseases. Overcrowding also gener
ates stress and violent behaviour. 

c. Unhealthy way of lite : prisoners generally 
receive an appropriate diet corresponding to the nu
tritional needs of the organism . However, they olten 
acquire bad dietary habits, buying sweets , chocolate, 
biscuits and coffee to complement the somewhat 
unappetising prison food . This leads to an unbal
anced diet. Many prisoners eat too much and obesity 
is a frequent problem among young prisoners. Added 
to this is the lack of exercise, as a result of insufficient 
sports facillities and long hours spent in the cell. ln 
most cases , prison lite is essent ially sedentary. 
Tobacco addiction in the prison environment must be 
regarded as a serious threat to health. Tobacco plays 
an important role as prison currency. The prison 
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authorities have little interest in restricting its use. lts 
harmfulness counts for little in relation to its calm ing 
effect, its social importance and the lack of substitute 
pleasures. Nevertheless this represents a major 
health risk, against which no steps are being taken. 
Non-smokers in prison complain that they olten have 
to breathe the smoke of others and with reason , 
because "passive" inhalation of cigarette smoke is 
also harmful to health. 

d. lntentional damage to health: in the disputes 
which arise between prisoners and the prison author
ities or the judicial system, intentional acts to damage 
health are frequently committed . ln a certain sense 
the prisoner takes his own body as a hostage. Self
mutiliation is olten the result of an impulsive reaction 
to a conflict with the prison staff; it is rarely genuinely 
suicidai. An extended hunger strike may endanger 
lite, particularly if the prisoner feels that his gesture is 
attracting wide support. ln a similar context, a more 
complex situat ion arises in relation to a prisoner who 
refuses medical treatment which he desperately 
needs: examples might be a diabetic who refuses his 
injection of insulin or a patient who has undergone 
major heart surgery who refuses anti-coagu lants. ln 
certain cases, the problem presents a dual aspect: 
the prisoner mutilates himself and does not wish to 
have his injuries treated . 

The prison environment is therefore intrinsically 
unhealthy, despite the efforts undertaken by the pri
son authorities to comply with the minimum standards 
regarding premises , food and exercise . lt is a tact 
wh ich must be recognised and admitted, in particular 
because it must be taken into account in examining 
possible responses to the needs of special categories. 
Should society refrain from imprisoning certain indi
viduals whose health wou Id suffer as a result; this is 
a point of view which has been put forward on oc
casions. Doctors are prepared to certify that their 
patient is not fit for detention; and in certain juris
dictions , prison authorities require an external cert ifi
cate regarding the prisoner 's "fitness to undergo a 
prison sentence". This procedure is disputable on 
ethical grounds6, since it presupposes that prison 
has no effect on the health of an ordinary prisoner, 
which is not the case . 

lt is possible to provide special detention centres 
for chronically handicapped prisoners. Many coun
tries have specialised establishments or units equip
ped to deal with the physically handicapped, pregnant 
women and the mothers of young children . lt is also 
possible to organise medical treatment within the 
prison system, in specialised hospital centres as in 
France or in the United Kingdom or in prison wards of 
general hospitals as in Switzerland. Consequently, 
the number of cases in which pu rely medical grounds 
justify release are extremely limited. Only the necess
ity of highly specialised medical treatment (such as 
hemodialysis for persans suffering from chronic 
kidney failure or the treatment of certain cancers) 
which cannot be provided in the prison hospitals or in 
hospital prison wards can lead to an application for 
early release on health grounds. This in tact depends 
on how advanced prison services are. 



Prisoners suffering from terminal cancer, or an
other illness for which the prognosis of survival is a 
few weeks or months , are often accorded early 
release. Public opinion accepts that in so far as poss
ible prisoners should be allowed to die in the care of 
their family or at least not in prison . This attitude is 
determined by humanitarian rather than medical con
siderations. ln such cases release is not a medical 
decision. The patient's doctor must provide (with the 
patient's consent) a medical certificate setting out his 
diagnosis, the treatment and a prognosis and it is then 
for the political or judicial authorities to rule on the 
application for releasel 

Ethical problems are of particular importance in the 
field of prison health protection8 . Prison medical treat
ment must conform to the same code of ethics as medi
cal treatment outside prison ; confidentiality must be 
respected and prior consent for any treatment must be 
obtained from the patient, who must be kept properly 
informed. The only possible exceptions to this rule are 
th ose which are generally accepted in society. The most 
sensitive ethical problems relate to the lack of indepen
dence of prison medical services and the fact that pri
soners associate medical staff with the prison 
authorities9 A prison doctor who examines a prisoner 
undergoing a special disciplinary regime is indirectly 
implicated in the punishment, which places him in a most 
ambiguous situation 10. Body searches are another form 
of intervention which may compromise the fundamen
tal therapeutical role of the medical staff. The same is 
true for any compulsory examination or investigation. 
Prisoners tend to mistrust prison medical staff, and the 
latter can only gain their confidence by strictly observ
ing ethical principles. The prison authorities are sorne
times irritated by the medical staffs refusai to 
communicate to them information which is apparently 
innocuous orto intervene in difficult situations11• How
ever, the confidence of prisoners in the independence, 
integrity and competence of the medical service is 
paying in the long term, particularly in relation to such 
serious problems as AIDS 12 . The prison authorities 
would therefore be weil advised to accept, indeed even 
encourage, the independence of medical services and 
to help them respect scrupulously their ethical code. The 
golden rule in this field is equivalence . A prison doctor 
confronted with an ethical problem must ask himself the 
following question: What could 1 do in an equivalent 
situation outside prison? The ru les and principles which 
he must apply must always be the same, whether deal
ing with protracted hunger strike, dispensing tranquil
lisers to a disturbed prisoner, carrying out a body search, 
effecting an examination requested by the authorities, 
communicating medical information or ensuring the free 
and confidential ac cess of prison ers to medical treatment . 

Prison health policy must therefore be based on 
general health policy. Nothing is to be gained by regard
ing "sick prisoners" as falling within a special category. 
ln view of the high incidence of disease among the pri
son population, the majority of prisoners need treatment , 
and therefore adequate medical , dental and psychiatrie 
services must be provided . 

The high incidence of ill ness on admission together 
with pathogenic factors inherent in the prison environ
ment expose prisoners to nu merous diseases and dis
orders. Many of these pathogenic factors could be 

neutralised by environ mental measures (premises, over
crowding, hygiene) and measures modifying the prison 
regime (diet, physical exercise, appropriate work, hu man 
contact, leisure activity). Prison medical services must 
be, and must be seen to be, strictly independent of the 
prison authorities and in a position to provide full treat
ment for ali forms of acute and chronic illness. 

Or T. W Harding 
Lecturer at the Faculty of Medicine, Geneva University 
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Preparation of prisoners for release 
and pre-release treatment 

1. Introduction 

Whenever questions concerning the planning 
and organisation of penal institutions and the ways and 
problems of treating offenders in penal institutions are 
discussed, the following basic knowledge and 
experience should not be left out of consideration: 

The purposes of imprisonment, as they are pre
scribed by law or generally acknowledged in many 
states, are, on the one hand, social rehabilitation ta 
enable the offender in future ta lead a socially respon
sible lite without committing criminal offences and , on 
the other, the protection of society, security, and gen
eral prevention. There is an inevitable conflict between 
the purpose of treatment with its aim of rehabilitating 
offenders and the objective of the protection of society. 
The possibility of any social rehabilitation within a 
closed penal institution is olten entirely denied , or at 
least it is emphasised that any imprisonment in a 
closed institution is damaging rather th an conducive ta 
socialisation. We must be aware ofwhat it really means 
ta claim that imprisonment shall socialise ; its natural 
effect is the very opposite. 

Since we have sentences of imprisonment, we 
must have prisons ; rehabilitation is a generally re
cognised aim of prison sentences, but there is also the 
need ta protect society; it is essential that a state 
based on the rule of law should extend humanity ta ail , 
but it is also necessary ta preserve law and arder. 

Our law enforcement must meet ail these 
demands. 

This can only be done if the following basic ru les 
are observed : 

The effectiveness of any enforcement of sen
tences that indends ta meet the requirements of treat
ment as weil as those of the protection of society and 
security and good arder, depends primarily on a good 
differentiation of the penal institutions, on the creation 
of appropriate prison regimes and a val id classification 
of offenders sentences to imprisonment. 

Let me explain these three measures. 

The basic idea of differentiation is rather simple : 

We should separate from ali those in custody the 
really dangerous prisoners who require special secur
ity measures as weil as the mentally disabled and 
psychopathie prisoners who need special medical , 
psychiatrie or psychological treatment. ln addition , 
juvenile and young offenders, first offenders and ail 
other prisoners suitable for open, semi-open or other 
mitigated forms of detention should also be separated 
from prisoners requiring standard treatment. 

If the separation of different groups of prisoners is 
ta be of any practical use, architectural and organ
isational measures are necessary. 
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A security prison that does not aim to give any 
form of treatment cou Id be organised in such a way as 
to ensure that, with a small number of staff, as many 
prisoners as possible are guarded, cared for , super
vised , kept occupied and weil sealed off from the out
side world . The typical style of a traditional custodial 
institution is the big pentagon-shaped penitentiary. 

Detention with special treatment, on the other 
hand, olten calls for only a limited degree of outward 
security ; the crux of the matter lies in internai organ
isation, manageable groups, adequate trained special
ist staff and the grea test possible degree of flexibility ta 
meet the varying requ irements of treatment. 

Hand in hand with the necessity for a sufficient 
differentiation of penal institutions goes the creation 
of appropriate prison regimes. When choosing the 
appropriate prison regime in a differentiated sytem, 
the key problem is how far treatment facilities should 
be given precedence over security aspets or vice 
versa. The choice of regime is intimately related to 
the question of which aim is dominant in the insti
tution concerned. 

The different regimes vary from open, semi-open 
and other mitigated regimes to standard regimes and 
to security and high security regimes. Special re
gimes exist also for mentally disabled and psycho
pathie offenders, for alcohol and drug addicts and for 
dangerous recidivists. For juvenile and young of
tenders as weil as first offenders and traffic offenders, 
special regimes are common. ln several penal 
systems imprisonment in stages is introduced and ali 
systems know pre-release regimes. There is , indeed, 
a great variety of possible regimes . 

Any differentiation of penal institutions and the 
creation of appropriate prison regimes require, as a 
logical consequence, a valid classification of of
tenders sentenced ta imprisonment. 

The organisational problem of distributing sen
tenced offenders to the penal institutions can be 
solved in different ways. The criteria for the distri
bution can be formai and laid dawn in advance by law, 
decree, regulation or arder. On the other hand, in par
ticular when longer terms of imprisonment are con
cerned , the decision, where and under which regime 
the sentenced offender should be placed, can be 
made in every individual case by classification . lt is 
necessary for the classification procedure to work 
promptly, effectively and without undue complication . 
The dividing up of prisoners will therefore generally 
be solved in accordance with formai criteria such as 
sex, age, proximity to home, social ties, criminal 
record and accomplices . The classification must, 
however, also satisfy special treatment needs (eg the 
necessity for high security measures, special medical 
care or psychiatrie treatment, vocation training, work, 
etc) . 



The tact of imprisonment means that , to varying 
degrees according to the regime, the prisoner is kept 
in an artificial , regimented environment that contrasts 
with his/her normal state of liberty. lmprisonment 
should therefore consist of deprivation of liberty alone 
without any further aggravating circumstances. A 
resolute effort must be made, especially in closed pri
sons, to counter any excessively pronounced "prison 
sub-culture " which impedes social rehabilitation and 
to reduce ali the negative consequences of long-term 
imprisonment such as emotional disturbances, dis
turbances in comprehension and ability to think, 
obsessional ideas, infantile and regressive behaviour 
and social contract troubles . 

Well-trained prison officers, who have a human 
understanding of the prisoners in their care and are 
willing to listen and talk to them, can perform miracles 
in creating a good prison atmosphere. And such an 
atmosphere is also always a first-class security 
measures in itself. 

lt is also true that in recent years the idea that 
imprisonment should be entirely therapeutic has been 
abandoned , for it has been realised that not ali pri
soners can be rehabilitated and that treatment 
depends on the individual 's willingness and ability to 
co-operate. Today, therefore, the guiding principle is 
no longer compulsory treatment but fair opportunities 
for treatment for ail those who are willing and fit to 
lake advantage of them . 

The notion of "treatment" is a controversial one . 
There are feelings that , used in the context of prison , 
"treatment" exclusively implies som ething compar
able to a medical - even to a psychiatrie -
approach. There is a certain fee ling thal a different 
term , such as "management " or " education " or 
"assistance " should be used instead , but there is no 
unanimity on this either. lt was therefore generally 
agreed in the Council of Europe thal "treatment" 
would be understood in a broad sense, including ail 
measures needed to maintain orto recover the physi
cal and mental health of prisoners as weil as a whole 
range of activities to encourage and advance social 
rehabilitation , to give prisoners opportunities to 
acquire competence to live socially responsible lives 
and to disengage from criminality . "Treatment" there
fore is to be understood as including social training , 
schooling , general education , vocational training, 
work , reasonable leisure-time activities, physical 
exercise, visits , correspondence, newspapers , maga
zines , books, radio , television, social-work support , 
pastoral care, then , of course, psychological and 
medical (including psychiatrie) treatment and last but 
not least the preparation of prisoners for release and 
pre-release treatment. 

And that leads to the main subjet of this report. 

For the purposes of th is report , the term "prep
aration for release " is understood in a broad sense 
and includes the great variety of ail those treatment 
strategies and arrangements that aim at the readjust
ment of the individual prisoners to lite outside prison 
so that they are enabled alter their release to lead a 
socially responsible lite . "Pre-release treatment" is 
understood in the context and as a part of the prep
aration for release. Pre-release treatment is regarded 

as the final stage of the preparation of prisoners for 
release , taking place du ring the last period of the sen
tence when the inmate is already facing his/her 
release. 

Il. The Preparation of Prisoners for Release 

lt has olten been stated that the preparation of 
prisoners for release should start immediately alter 
their reception in the institutions. This might seem to 
be a little theoretical. Nevertheless there is much 
sense in it. Although most prison administrations are 
largely dominated by issues such as the effective run
ning of the institutions, security and control , over
crowding, manpower, the condition of prison 
buildings and budgetary problems, it is still a gen
erally acknowledged pu rpose of imprisonment to 
rehabilitate offenders. lt is in the interests both of indi
vidual prisoners and the society at large that inmates 
are offered opportunities for proper treatment aimed 
at their positive readjustment to lite outside prison . 
Different inmates have different needs and problems 
according to their persona! circumstances. Many 
inmates face difficulties in relation to homelessness, 
unemployment, social isolation or the existence of 
only deviant social bonds, lack of proper education , 
lack of marketable skills , health problems or drug or 
alcohol addiction . These inmates need assistance, 
advice and training . The inmates mainly want direct 
practical help with their particular problems and as 
soon as possible. Apart from specifie arrangements 
for the individual assistance of prisoners , including 
expert guidance and advice, general programmes of 
education and training are necessary. Ail treatment 
efforts seem to aim at three main goals : 

First, the cultivation of the habit of work, including 
proper vocational training in marketable skills , as a 
positive treatment means in order to rehabilitate in
mates , to prevent a deterioration of their human per
sonal ity and enable them alter their release to earn 
their living in a socially responsible way. 

Second, the acquisition of appropriate lite and 
social skills by social education and training in order 
to readjust inmates to lite outside prison and to 
sustain social bonds . 

Third, specifie assistance and expert guidance in 
order to meet individual needs and to solve persona! 
problems of inmates. 

Ail prison administrators know weil enough how 
many obstacles and constraints must be overcome in 
practice if preparation for release arrangments are to 
receive the satisfactory standard they observe. 
Budgetary restrictions and the problem of manpower 
are likely to be a major difficulty. Existing staffing 
levels in penal institutions generally cannot be ex
ceeded. New tasks can only be introduced by re
arranging the existing tasks . There is olten no easy 
way of introducing new preparation for release ar
rangements which make further demands on prison 
staff or require additional specially trained personnel. 
Other constraints that li mit the efforts or the effective
ness of preparation for release treatment are olten 
security and control demands. ln security units, 
usually security and control must be given pre
cedence over more liberal treatment strategies. A 
further burden on the administration is the large 
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number of offenders passing through the penal 
system . lt is also a tact that prisoners are olten not co
operative with staff. On the other hand, we must never 
forget that, despite ali attempts to humanise and 
normalise penal institutions, they remain essentially 
abnormal and stressful environments within which it is 
olten hard to preserve a positive approach to lite alter 
the release . Finally, the variable and olten unpredic
table response of the public and particularly the mass
media towards criminal offenders and prisoners in 
general are olten just not conducive to efforts de
signed to rehabilitate prisoners and divert them from 
crime. When faced with these difficulties, there is a 
strong temptation of respond by concentrating on the 
efficient running of penal institutions, on security and 
control and good order. But clearly this is not enough . 
Sentenced offenders are still members of our respect
ive societies and humanity is indivisable . Prisoners 
must be given the opportunity to use their ti me in cus
tody positively if they are to learn from their mistakes 
and to avoid sorne of the pitfalis that the prisoners' 
readjustment to outside lite there is al most no chance 
to avoid their recidivism . A good prepration of pri
soners for release is self-evidently in the interests of 
both the prisoners and the community at large. Alter 
ail , prison staff can fi nd their work more satisfying and 
chalienging when they are involved in treatment tasks 
and caring for prisoners as weil as controliing them. 

There are a few basic princip/es which should 
underlie ail preparation for release arrangements : 

First, al/ categories and types of inmates should 
be offered preparation for re/ease arrangements. 
(Even in cases of short-term imprisonment or where 
obstacles prevail , at !east a minimum level of assist
ance should be given with the aim of identifying and 
solving practical problems of the individual inmate.) 

Second, preparation for release should begin as 
saon as possible after the reception of the prisoner in 
the institution. (ln the majority of cases, in mates are in 
custody for relatively short periods and assistance 
and advice is therefore necessary promptly alter their 
reception in the institution. ln these cases , the main 
effort should be directed at ensuring that the indi
vidual prisoner does not lose his/her accommodation , 
job and social bonds and that sufficient time is given 
to apply for jobs and vocational training courses to 
learn skills the prisoner will need alter the release .) 

Third, preparation for re/ease arrangements 
should be an essential part of the treatment pro
gramme (sentence planning). {ln cases of long-term 
imprisonment or of indeterminate sentences it would 
be inappropriate to raise questions about release 
immediately alter the reception in the institution . ln 
these cases a carefully planned treatment programme 
- including work and vocational training , social edu
cation and training and individual assistance and 
advice - is of real importance.) 

Fourth, preparation for release arrangements 
should last throughout the prisoners ' stay in custody. 

Fifth, during the fast months in custody - when 
in most cases pre-release regimes are admitted -
particular attention should be given ta promoting the 
inmates' readjustment ta lite outside. 
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Sixth, in preparation for re/ease arrangements the 
prison administration shou/d seek the co-operation and 
help of a wide range of organisations and expert 
people working in different spheres. (Prison officers 
have a major contribution to make; but social 
workers , probation officers, teachers, educators 
psychologists, chaplains, outside organisations and 
individuals and experts in various fields have import
ant complementary roles to play.) 

Seventh, preparation for release arrangements 
shou/d be regular!y and systematically monitored and 
eva/uated and, as far as necessary, refined and 
improved. 

Ill. Pre-release Treatment 

"Pre-release treatment" is not kept apart in ail 
penal systems from the wide range of preparation for 
release arrangemnts and there are olten no distinct 
definitions. This causes no harm in practice as long as 
efforts are made to assis! prisoners in their persona! 
needs, teach them the necessary skills and readjust 
them to lite outside prison. Nevertheless, in severa! 
penal systems, pre-release treatment is understood 
as a relaxed regime during the last period of the sen
tence when the prisoner has already served the most 
part of his/her term of imprisonment and is facing 
release within severa! months. This pre-release treal
ment is the last stage of ail preparation for release 
arrangements. Sometimes, however, preparation for 
release is understood as that assistance and advice 
given to the individual prisoner shortly before his/her 
actual release. ln any case, ail efforts serving the 
preparation for release are linked together and can be 
regarded as a continuum. That is, alter ali, valid for ali 
treatment measures which aim at social resettlement. 

ln those penal systems where pre-release treal
ment is explicitly prescribed, the following measures 
of preparation for the forthcoming release are 
common : 

The transfer to a pre-release regime in an open, 
semi-open or otherwise relaxed institution or unit 
wherever feasible. 

Work-re/ease (regular work outside the prison 
without supervision). 

Daily short leave or at least, leave under escort 
or group-leave. 

Special prison-leave in order to settle Pl=lrsonal 
matters (eg job, accommodation documents, financial 
affairs) . 

More frequent and longer visits without super
vision. 

Legal advice and expert advice in various per
sona! , financial and social affairs including the 
naming of authorities or agencies competent for 
social benefits. 

Medical examination and advice. 

Re!ease grant where the prisoner's own funds 
are not sufficient, the institution shali give him/her an 
amou nt of mo ney for travel and subsistence ex penses 
during the first period alter the release and provide 
proper clothing. 



IV. Long-term lmprisonment 

ln ali cases of long-term imprisonment, the treat
ment programme and its permanent review have 
special importance. A term of five , ten or more years 
of imprisonment cannat reasonably be planned from 
the outset only as a transition to future lite in freedom. 
There must also be arrangements for the more im
mediate aims the prisoner can achieve, involving 
some adjustment to the inevitable conditions of prison 
lite and a meaningful use of the prisoner's abilities. 
The respective treatment programme must be based 
on a realistic assessment of aims and possibilities. 
Any other attitude would lead to disappointments. 
Especially in the case of long termers, any treatment 
strategy requires a thorough examination of the pri
soner's personality at the beginning of the enforce
ment of the sentence. Wherever possible, the 
long-term prisoner should be encouraged to co
operate and to display a sense of co-responsibility for 
his/her own development. ln particular, long termers 
need a programme of activities which will help them 
use their long time in prison constructively and so 
finally prepare them for release. Nevertheless, a 
warning must be given against any over-optimism in 
regard to the results of treatment. Considering the 
means available to the prison administrations, a 
change in the prisoner's personality structure cannat 
generally be executed . The treatment given to a pri
soner can, however, modify the prisoner's capacity to 
adapt and develop himself. 

Psychiatrie explorations and psychological 
examinations have shawn that, after a period of about 
five years of imprisonment, a so-called functional 
psycho-syndrome may be expected which is essen
tially a separation syndrome and reversible . The main 
characteristics of long-term prisoners suffering from 
this syndrome are emotional disturbances, disturb
ances in comprehension and ability to think, infantile 
regressive changes in the mode of lite, difficulty in 
making social contacts , a considerable loss of reality, 
some decline in reaction mechanisms, a higher 
degree of neuroticism, a significant increase of hos
tility and of aggression against the self, and a decline 
in self-evaluation. lt must, however, be stressed that 
the deprivation of liberty is experienced in quite dif
ferent ways by individual prisoners and that isolation 
does not cause the same effects in every case. 

Everything that was said in relation to prep
aration for release arrangements and pre-release 
treatment is of particular importance for long-term pri
soners. 

ln the case of long-term prisoners suffering from 
serious personality disturbance, the therapeutic 
character of treatment will have to be stressed . 

For ali other long-termers the most important 
thing is to be assigned to suitable work as soon as 
possible. The kind of work and vocational training 
should be marketable so that it may enable the pri
soner to earn his/her living after the release. Work is 
thus a part of the adjustment to the normal conditons 
of lite in freedom . 

ln arder to counteract the separation syndrome 
in cases of long deprivation of liberty, attempts should 
be made to maintain connections with the outside 
world and to create situations similar to those outside. 
This can be done in workshops, classrooms and 
leisure-time areas, as weil as by the use of radio, tele
vision, newspapers and periodicals, visits and corre
spondence and, wherever possible, the different 
forms of prison-leave. 

ln particular, long-term prisoners need an inten
sive pre-release treatment which can help them, after 
long years of imprisonment, to be prepared to meet 
the many difficulties and pitfalls of lite in the outside 
world. As the loss of employment and income are an 
almost logical consequence of long-term imprison
ment, often accompanied by homelessness and the 
lack of social bonds, individual assistance and expert 
advice are extremely necessary. Pre-release treat
ment for long-termers should also include courses on 
lite and social skills. 

Long-term imprisonment can go hand in hand 
with being held in security regimes and sometimes 
in high-security units. Fortunately, the number of 
dangerous prisoners is generally below 5% of the 
total prison population and prisoners who must be 
regarded as dangerous in the highest degree and 
create custodially a high risk requiring maximum 
security measures are usually not more than one out 
of one thousand. The required level of security and 
control over the really dangerous and custodially 
high-risk prisoner minority is attained principally by 
segregating them from the majority of prisoners and 
by greater control of small groups. lt stands to reason 
that security measures and control prevail in high 
security units. Sophisticated technological equipment 
and increased prison staff are available. Neverthe
less, technology should never be allowed to become 
a substituts for the human factor in any aspect of pri
son operations. Staff can contribute significantly to a 
good "internai climate" if interface between them and 
prisoners is characterised by humanity and under
standing. The prisoners impede treatment efforts. 
This, however, should not lead to the conclusion that 
treatment aimed at the social rehabilitation of danger
eus prisoners is impossible. The ultimate purpose of 
any treatment strategy is to preserve the prisoner's 
personality and afford opportunities for persona! 
development, so that a level of insight and com
petence may be reached which enables the offender 
to lead a socially responsible lite in the free com
munity. 

V. Short-term lmprisonment 

The imposition of short-term prison sentences 
should be avoided as far as possible. Short-term 
imprisonment is educationally ineffective and in terms 
of crime policy detrimental. On the one hand, the 
period of a few weeks or months in prison is not suf
ficient to go ahead with treatment strategies, and 
often it is not even possible to provide suitable work 
for the short-termers, or even vocational training or 
social education. On the other hand , a few weeks or 
months of imprisonment can be decisive for losing job 
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and accommodation or becoming alienated from 
family and friends . ln spite of many efforts made in the 
member states of the Council of Europe to restrict the 
passing of short-term prison sentences, our penal 
institutions still contain a large number of inmates 
serving short-term sentences of up to six months. 

For ali these reasons, preparation for release 
arrangements or pre-release treatment for short
termers should mainly concentrate on identifying and 
solving practical problems of the individual inmate by 
assistance and expert advice in legal, financial, per
sona! and social matters. 

VI. Work 

Work in penal institutions is closely linked to the 
preparation of prisoners for lite in society outside pri
sons. The history of work in penal institutions is its 
progress from an essential punitive element in penal 
regimes , through a role of mere occupation, to an 
important means of positive contribution to the re
habilitation of offenders. At one ti me, work, in the form 
of "hard labour" , was seen as an effective addition al 
punishment to the deprivation of liberty. lt had no pur
pose other than deterrence. Three hu nd red years ago 
Puritans saw work as good in itself. Later on, work 
was seen as conferring persona! and social virtue on 
those who performed it. Afterwards, work has long 
been accepted as beneficiai and a major element in 
penal regimes. Today, work is regarded as a matter
of- course necessity, a normal condition of lite and, 
as far as merit is to be conceded for work as a human 
activity, it lies in its satisfactions or in its usefulness to 
the individual and to society as a whole. Outside pri
son , people who do not work do not enjoy the esteem 
which employment in socially acceptable work nor
mally brings. Even workers on the lowest labouring 
levels are respected and can be seen as "honest 
workmen". Whatever the degree of social esteem 
may be, the implied acknowledgement of the useful
ness of the work for earning a living for oneself or 
one's family is an important element of self-respect. 
There is also the social ising influence of work, insofar 
as it offers social relationships outside the family and 
the neighbourhood. These social relationships are 
beneficiai to the development of human personality 
and essential to the quality of lite. For most people it 
is difficult to contemplate lite without such re
lationships. 

ln prisons too, work is an element in the make-up 
of the institutional society. ln a penal institution where 
a variety of work opportunities are offered , it is 
reasonable to assume that the kind of occupation 
affects the status of the individual inmate in some 
way. Very often prisoners are socially inadequate, 
lacking in social norms and not used to regular work. 
it is therefore vital for their rehabilitation to develop a 
positive attitude towards work and its fulfilling cha
racler. 

lt is also important for those inmates to be 
trained to perform work as a habit , as weil asto appre
ciate the quality of work and the rewards that flow 
from it in terms of pay, self-respect and status. There 
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are also the socialising influences of work in associ
ation. Prisoners, like any other people, value the part 
they play with their fellows in achieving the objectives 
of a work task. They benefit too from the interplay of 
personalities that results from working within a team 
and the experience of being managed for defined pur
poses. The contribution they make to the production 
of a workshop, the construction of a prison building or 
the cultivation of crops is measured in terms of per
sona! achievement, usefulness and self-respect. ln ali 
these ways work is important for the development of 
social personality and readjustment for life outside 
penal institutions. 

VIl. Social Rehabilitation 

The human being is both a social person as weil 
as an individual personality. From birth until old age 
the individual undergoes a permanent process of 
socialisation by becoming integrated in social groups 
and, through those groups, into a certain society and 
culture. The individual learns various socially de
manded attitudes, accepts social values, and learns 
social behaviour. Thus the individual becomes quali
fied for interacting socially in groups and social insti
tutions by using accepted social behaviour patterns 
and learns to live in a socially adjusted manner in the 
respective society and culture . Besides that, the 
hu man being is also an individual personality with the 
liberty to make decisons, to take responsibility, and 
even to keep a critical distance from social demands. 
The various social demands of a society, including 
ethics, morais, religious beliefs, ideologies, create the 
social value system of the respective society. These 
social demands of the social value system are em
bedded in social norms equipped with sanctions, so 
that socially demanded behaviour can be enforced 
and socially deviant behaviour sanctioned. The sytem 
of social norms on its part is acknowleged by the legal 
system of any functioning state. Thus, those kinds of 
socially deviant behaviour thal are considered as 
serious enough to be punishable in the courts are 
defined by criminal law. 

If the process of socialising fails , so that social 
attitudes, values and behaviour are not accepted, 
socially deviant behaviour is the consequence. ln 
cases where socially deviant groups accomplish the 
process of integrating individuals so that attitudes, 
values, and behaviour are accepted which conform to 
those of the deviant groups but which are socially 
deviant in relation to the main group, the same nega
tive result occurs. If socially deviant behaviour is 
strongly refused by the respective society, marginal 
personalities and marginal groups are the con
sequence . They are often regarded as social out
casts. One main group of those, we have to deal with, 
are criminals. 

Social rehabilitation of prisoners and their re
adjustment to life outside prison means therefore -
besides ali practical advice and assistance and be
sides training in marketable skills - that the indi
vidual prisoner must be led to develop new social 
attitudes, to accept social values - often different 
from the former ones - and to learn how to behave 



and interact in free society in a socially adjusted and 
responsible way. Ali the various treatment techniques 
may help to reach that goal. One fact, however, must 
never be forgotten: ali efforts of prison adminis
trations inside penal institutions are useless if society 
does not give the released prisoner a fair chance to 
become integrated in community life again. 

VIII. Prison leave 

ln the member States of the Council of Europe 
prison leave exists in one form or another in varying 
degrees. The reasons for granting prison leave are 
various, and consequently different types of prison 
leave exist. First of ali, humanitarian reasons were 
offered to justify prison leave. For long years, pri
soners have been allowed to leave prison for a short 
space of time to visit their families when special cir
cumstances so required, in particular in cases of 
serious illness or death of a close relative. Humani
tarian reasons are still valid for the justification of pri
son leave. The second point worthy of mention is 
closely related to the humanitarian view. There has 
been a recognisable trend towards humanising pri
sons and making them less of an ordeal by dimin
ishing the various negative effects of imprisonment. 
The regimes for most categories of prisoners have 
been liberalised, open and semi-open regimes 
created and outside contacts widened . Prison leave is 
a logical consequence of these efforts. ln this context, 
prison leave is to be seen as particularly important for 
prisoners who have to serve a longer term of impris
onment. The leave system allows them to get away 
from the artificial and protected environment of pri
son, even if only for a short period of time , and to 
immerse themselves in the realities of the outside 
world. Maintaining social bonds with their family, 
friend, employers and workmates, or establishing 
such links where they do not exist, is of vital import
ance for any effort of social rehabilitation. Another 
important point of preparation for release arrange
ments and pre-release treatemnt is to provide pri
soners with an opportunity to receive education, 
vocational training and work, whenever feasible and 
justifiable, outside of prisons. Work release, leave for 
vocational training, leave to attend courses or general 
education and even leave to attend lectures in higher 
schools or universitites are of high value in order to 
provide marketable skills and thus to give prisoners a 
chance to find their way in the demanding life of the 
free community. Last but not least, prison leave is 
necessary when individual needs and problems must 
be met. The possibility of prison leave should there
fore not be excluded for medical treatment , special 
legal or financial advice, job applications, finding 
accommodation, etc. 

Prison leave is sometimes assessed critically by 
the public, particularly in cases of misuse. lt is there
fore necessary to inform the general public as lully 
and effectively as possible of the aims, working and 
results of the system. 

IX. Final remarks 

According to the European Prison Rules, the pur
poses of the treatment of persons in custody shall be 
such as to sustain their health and self-respect and , 
as far as the length of sentence permits, to develop 

their sense of responsibility and encourage those 
attitudes and skills that will assist them to return to 
society with a good chance of leading law-abiding and 
self-supporting lives alter their release (rule 3). Every 
effort shall be made to ensure that the conditions of 
life are compatible with human dignity and acceptable 
standards in the community in order to minimise the 
detrimental effects of imprisonment, to provide oppor
tunities for prisoners to develop skills and aptitudes 
that will improve their prospects of successful re
seUlement alter release, and to sustain and 
strengthen the social links with family, relatives and 
the outside community (rule 65). To these ends ali 
remediai, educational, moral, spiritual and other 
appropriate resources should be made available 
(rule 66). Ali treatment efforts lead alter ali to the pre
paration of prisoners for release and aim at showing 
them that they are not excluded from the community 
but are still part of it. Ali categories of prisoners should 
have the benefit of preparation for release arrange
ments designed to assit them in returning to society, 
family life, home and employment. Prison adminis
trations should involve prison staff in the numerous 
treatment arrangements as weil as sufficient special
ists such as social workers, probation officers, 
teachers, education and sports instructors, group 
counsellors, chaplains, psychologists, doctors and 
psychiatrists. Prison administrations should also work 
closely with the social services and agencies and ali 
appropriate experts to meet the many individual 
needs of prisoners when they are returning to the out
side world . 

Helmut Gonsa 
Oirector General 

of the Austrian Prison Administration 
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NEWS OF THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE 

Conclusions adopted by the Eighth Conference 
of Directors of Prison Administrations 
held from 2 to 5 June 1987 at the Palais de l'Europe in Strasbourg 

1. Planning, construction and equipement of 
penal institutions* 

The Conference acknowledged that the building 
programme undertaken by the Swedish Prison 
Service reflected the geogçaphic, demographie and 
economie circumstances in Sweden and, to that 
extent, may not be directly applicable to other 
countries where very different social conditions pre
vail. However, during the discussions which followed 
Mr. Karlstr6m's presentation of his report, it became 
clear that there was widespread agreement on a 
number of the principles upon which the Swedish 
building programme had been based. 

1. lt was agreed that a prison building programme 
should not only aim to provide sufficient room to 
accommodate those whom the courts decide should 
serve a custodial sentence, but should also seek to 
provide living and working conditions for staff and 
inmates which reflect contemporary social standards 
and best penal practice. ln particular, the standard of 
accommodation and the associated systems of man
agement should, at the very least, conform to the 
requirements of the European Prison Rules. 

2. There was general agreement that it was desir
able for prisoners to serve their custodial sentences 
as near as possible to the area to which eventually 
they would be released. lt was recognised that factors 
such as the geographie distribution and number of pri
soners, security considerations and the need for 
specialised social , medical or occupational training or 
medical treatment may modify the application of this 
principle. 

3. The advantages of small units and single occu
pancy of cellular accommodation (see European Pri
son Ru les 14.1) were widely recognised and it was 
generally agreed that where economie or other 
countervailing considerations prevent the building of 
small prisons, arrangements should be made to en
able large establishments to be sub-divided into a 
number of small units each capable of sustaining a 
separate and , perhaps, distinctive social structure. 
Closely associated with this aspect of institutional 
design is the need to create conditions which allow, 
and indeed enc.ourage, the development of good re
lations between inmates and staff. ln this context 
some concern was expressed about the danger of 
over-dependence upon electronic and other techno
logical deviees which might result in the separation 
and eventual alienation of the staff and inmate 
groups. 

4. lt was generally agreed that there was no direct 
relationships between the availability of prison accom
modation and the number and length of custodial sen
tences passed by the courts. 
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5. The conference placed considerable emphasis 
on the need to develop a good public relations posture 
in connection with a prison building programme. lt 
was recognised that there is a need to keep the media 
representatives and the general public tully informed 
about comtemporary penal policy and the needs of 
staff and in mates. Where facilities were not being tully 
utilised by the inmates, and subject to the require
ments of security, consideration should be given to 
making them available for use by members of the 
local community. This process should help to improve 
relations between the community and the establish
ment and reduce, if not entirely eliminate, criticism 
based on misunderstanding and misinformation. The 
conference placed considerable emphasis on the 
importance of the public being tully informed about 
what is being done in penal establishments in their 
name and at their expense. 

2. Control of communicable diseases in 
prisons ** 

A wide range of communicable diseases occur in 
prisons. lt follows that, as weil as having a right to 
health care, prisoners have a right to hygienic 
measures to prevent communicable disease: health 
education, screening , persona! hygiene (regular 
showers, clean clothes and bedding), food hygiene, 
clean water, sanitation, adequate ventilation and 
space, vaccination . 

The AIDS epidemie has given rise to concern 
and questions about the risk of HIV being communi
cated within prison and dealing with seropositive pri
soners or prisoners suffering from AIDS. The 
proportion of HIV seropositive prisoners is in tact 
higher than in the population at large. This phenom
enon reflects directly the proportion of drug addicts in 
the prison population. As AIDS is not particularly con
tagious, relatively speaking, and as the means 
whereby it is communicated are clearly established, it 
is possible to de fine very precise/y the risks . of the 
spread of HIV in prison: they are confined to the use 
of non-sterile equipment for injections and sexua/ re
lations. There are greater contamination risks, how
ever, in the case of other communicable diseases, 
including hepatitis B. These risks concern, in par
ticular, contact with blood and other substances of 
human origin, tattooing and exchange of persona! 
toilet items, such as toothbrushes or razors. lt is there
fore necessary that the prison administration in each 

• See page 4 Swedish viewpoints on prison buildings, by Mr Vil· 
helm Karlstrëm. 
• • See page 9 the report ori Health in prisons, by Dr. Timothy W. 
Harding . The report presented du ring the Conference was relating to 
health problems facing prison administrations (with special reference 
to new forms of communicable illnesses}. 



country should prepare directives, in close collabor
ation with health authorities, concerning the control of 
ali communicable diseases in accordance with the fol
lowing principles : 

1. AlOS control needs to be included among the 
measures designed for the control of communicable 
diseases and promotion of health among prisoners. 
The measures should correspond to those adopted by 
the population at large and avoid attaching more of a 
stigma to the prison population . 

2. Ali prison staff must be informed about AlOS and 
other communicable diseases, and arrangements 
must be made for information to be brought up to date 
at regular intervals. 

Prisoners must be given full information about 
AlOS and other communicable diseases, including 
the risks presented by the abuse of intravenousely 
administered drugs and sexual relations, and screen
ing possibilities . Adequate information and appro
priate conditions of hygiene should make it possible to 
inculcate in each inmate persona! responsibility with 
regard to communicable diseases both in prison and 
after release. 

Information about "risk-free" sexual contacts 
and the distribution of condoms are already current 
in several countries, but in other countries such 
measures are not envisaged for legal and social 
reasons. 

3. Screening for communicable diseases, notably 
tests for tuberculosis, syphilis and hepatitis 8 , is a 
part of essential medical care. 

Prisoners must have access to the HIV anti-body 
test on a voluntary basis. The result of the test must 
be communicated by the doctor and accompanied by 
medical advice and psychological support. lt must be 
appreciated that doctors are bound by both legal and 
ethical considerations in respect of the confidential 
nature of such information. 

4. Prisoners who are seropositive must be given 
continuous psychological support. Their isolation and 
segregation are not warranted on strictly medical 
grounds. However, the doctor must recommend 
appropriate measures in the interests of the safety, 
welfare and best possible conditions of hygiene of 
seropositive inmates. 

5. Any prisoner suffering from AlOS should be 
given suitable treatment in specialised conditions. 
Consideration should be given to suspending sen
tences or releasing prisoners ahead of schedule, as in 
other cases where it appears that the inmate is ter
minally ill. 

6. Adequate resources, in personnel and funds, 
should be made available for the effective control of 
communicable diseases in prisons. 

3. Préparation of prisoners for release and pre-
release treatment * 

1. Ali treatment strategies lead sooner or later to 
the preparation of prisoners for release and pre
release treatment and aim at their social rehabil
itation. 

2. Pre-release treatment may be regarded as a part 
of preparation for release arrangements which take 
place in the period immediately prior to release. 

3. Ali categories of prisoners should be offered 
sorne form of preparation for release. 

ln cases of short-term imprisonment or where 
obstacles prevail , at least a minimum level of assist
ance should be given with the aim of identifying and 
solving individual practical problems. 

Long-term prisoners need an intensive pre
release treatment to help them, after long years of 
imprisonment, to meet the many difficulties and pit
falls of lite in the outside world. As the loss of employ
ment and income are the almost inescapable 
consequence of long-term imprisonment, often 
accompanied by homelessness and the lack of social 
bonds, individual assistance and expert advice are 
essential. Pre-release treatment for long-termers 
should also include special instructions on daily lite 
and social skills. 

4. Preparation for release should begin as soon as 
possible after reception into the penal institution. 

5. Preparation for release should be an essential 
part of the treatment programme established for the 
individual prisoner. 

6. The main goals of preparation for release pro
grammes are : 

a. the cultivation of the work habit, including pro
per vocational training in marketable skills, as a posi
tive treatment means in order to rehabilitate inmates, 
to prevent a deterioration of their personality and en
able them after their release to earn their living in a 
socially responsible way; 

b. the acquisition of appropriate skills by social 
education and training in order to readjust inmates to 
lite outside prison without committing further criminal 
offences ; 

c. the sustaining of social links with family, re
latives and others ; 

d. specifie assistance and expert guidance to 
meet the individual needs and to solve the persona! 
problems of inmates. 

7. Ouring the last period of the sentence particular 
attention should be paid to the prisoner's return to 
society, with special reference to family and social 
environ ment. 

8. The prison administration should seek the co
operation and help of a wide range of organisations, 
agencies and individual experts. 

9. Preparation for release arrangements should be 
regularly and systematically monitored and evaluated 
and, as far as necessary, refined and improved. 

• See page 12 the report on Preparation of prisoners for release and 
pre-release treatment , by Dr. Helmut Gansa. 
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NEWS FROM THE MEMBER STATES 

Treatment in prison: present situation 
and perspectives 
Speech delivered at the opening of the Seminar at Frascati by Professor Guiliano 
Vassalli, Minister of Justice of !ta/y 

Criticism of treatment 

ln recent years there has been evidence, princi
pally in publications in the English-speaking world 
and in Scandinavia, of steadily increasing disappoint
ment throughout the world with the policy of resocial
ising sentenced persans. lt is accordingly forecast th at 
the "treatment ideology" will be finally abandoned 
and replaced by a "rule of justice" based on the idea 
of penal intervention limited both as regards extent 
and as regards severity and du ration but nonetheless 
having, as its essence, the idea of "punishment", 
which society cannot do without; sentences which the 
general public understands, sentences which are 
clear, equally for everyone, precise, proportionate 
and just, and whose duration is decided more on the 
basis of the deed and subjective elements than with 
reference to the offender 's criminal record and other 
aspects of his personality. The "medical model" , 
appropriate in an extremely limited number of cases, 
will have to be abandoned in favour of the new model, 
the "justice model". 

This widely but not universally shared position 
has been ca /led a return to traditional or classica/ sen
tencing, or "neo-classicism". 

Against this kind of position, which is predomi
nant in English-speaking countries and in Scandi
navia , voices have been raised in different countries 
in favour of a continuing legislative and administrative 
commitment to the rehabilitation of sentenced per
sans , the aim being to highlight the dangers of a 
repressive penal policy as weil as the scope for a 
rehabilitation policy which does not violate human 
rights ; this is the approach adopted by represen
tatives of systems in which alternatives to imprison
ment and prisons geared to .rehabilitation are 
developing apace and in which prison policy is 
characterised by a clear preference for special pre
vention and the social rehabilitation of sentenced 
persons. 

.. . in its different forms 

ln practice , the rehabilitational function of sen
tences, especially custodial sentences, has always 
faced concentric - and still very topical - attacks 
from a great many sources . 

By way of example and in order to clarify the 
remainder of this brief address, 1 shall attempt to draw 
up a short list of such attacks. lt must, however, be 
remembered that positions classified in one group 
often have points in common with those of another 
group, with the result that our attempt to simplify can 
only be relative and approximate. 
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Criticisms of the principle of rehabilitation are: 

a. philosophical (ie asociated with a precise 
vision of the functions of sentencing in general and of 
custodial sentencing in particular); 

b. sceptical ; 

c. pessimistic (an attitude fed by earlier and con
temporary experience, which is unquestionable, even 
if above ali unilateral in outlook or ideologically 
inspired) ; 

d. deniai of authority (in the sense that, for 
various reasons , the right of the State to rehabilitate 
a sentenced person is challenged) ; 

e. based on concern for a realistic crime policy. 

lt cannot be de nied th at there is more than a grain 
of truth in the various criticisms made of the rehabil
itation principle. But this does not mean that the prin
ciple itself can be allowed to fall into oblivion, 
particularly not among lawyers and the prison ser
vices of countries such as ltaly, where the rehabil
itationial function of sentences is enshrined in the 
Constitution and in legislation which, despite its 
defects, represents one of the most consistent and 
respectful applications of the principle. 

Moreover, criticism of the rehabilitation principle 
has been strongest in countries where the said prin
ciple had been presented as the sole purpose of sen
tencing. 

ln practice, the unspecified penalities often 
imposed by administrative rather than judicial author
ities had resulted in excessive detachment (although 
in the name of no less noble principles) from the 
canons of liberty, lawfulness, certainty and hence civi
lisation which , in penal matters, ought never to be for
gotten . And lastly, in too many instances, the principle 
of rehabilitation became, as did the excessively 
widespread use of the "parole " system, tantamount to 
an abandon ment of the sentence, even in particularly 
serious cases. We can thus understand why repeated 
disappointments, even if not adequately and con
stantly monitored in every case, eventually gave way 
to defeatist criticism . 

On the contrary - and to me this point is essen
tial- the rehabilitation princip/e has rare/y been seen 
in !ta/y as an "exclusive/y" (or at /east predominant/y) 
educational method for the prison system as a whole. 
Despite criticism , the multi-purpose nature of cus
todial sentences is now accepted as the country's 
"offic ial " policy, following Parliament's frequent indi
cation of its intention to take account also of the deter
rent function of sentencing and to consider the threat 
and passing of sentence as formai recognition of the 
perniciousness inherent in the violation of specifie 
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rules; this li ne was laken in particular in response to 
the Constitutional Court's oft-repeated declarations 
(even though the grounds for these were in many res
pect inappropriate) that the requirements of general 
and special prevention constitute the foundations of 
sentencing. 

This means that , in ltaly, rehabiliation can be 
neither ignored nor underestimated, not only because 
to do so would be tantamount to non-observance of a 
fundamental constitutional principle but also because 
our "experience of rehabilitation" is too limited for 
rehabilitation to be abandoned the moment difficulties 
and misunderstandings arise. 

Rehabilitation is not confined to the penal system 

Rehabilitation, which the Constitution enshrines 
as the purpose of sentencing in ltalian law, is certain/y 
not confined to the penal system. lt is, or should be, 
likewise a matter for agencies and services outside 
the penal and prison system, eg the fields of medical 
and welfare assistance, particularly where conduct on 
the fringes of cri minai behaviour is concerned: 
deviant conduct generally, maladjustment, immaturity 
of minors and irregular behaviour, criminally miner 
forms of corruption. ln ltaly, as in many ether 
countries, this point is even underlined by the statu
tory names for institutions devoted to the social re
habilitation of persons who have not committed 
offences : a typical instance is the "rehabilitation 
centre", which , like placement in child welfare ser
vices or in medical, psychological and educational 
institutions, is one of the administrative measures 
commonly called " rehabilitation measures" which 
have been introduced for minors with behavioural or 
character problems. Comparable provision is made 
for drug addicts who do not engage in trafficking by 
Act No. 685 of 22 December 1975, Tille X of which 
decriminalises such person's behaviour and provides 
for "preventive, curative and rehabitational" 
measures. ln ali these cases, the goal of rehabilitation 
is manifestly exclusive, since it is impossible to con
ceive of the devising or application of such measures 
in a context of retribution and punishment or in one 
involving reaffirmation that a right has been violated 
or even in one of deterrence. At the present lime the 
rehabilitation of drug addicts who commit offences is 
even facilitated by ad hoc alternative measures . 

The idea of "rehabilitation " thus extends beyond 
the realm of criminal law to embrace the need for re
integration . 

Rehabilitation as "social reintegration" 

As regards the meaning of the expression within 
the penal system, it must be observed, for the pur
poses of the Constitution, "rehabilitation" canon/y be 
a synonym of "social recovery", "social reintegration" 
or "resocialisation". Although these expressions are 
difficult, a state rule could not mean anything dif
ferent. The state cannat be responsible for its citizens' 
ethica/ standards, except in an indirect way - ie by 
encouraging in every possible way observance of its 
own laws, which it naturally considers to be based on 
ethical criteria - and on a social level, ie by being 
attentive to the outward behaviour of individuals and 
groups so as to guarantee the community an orderly 

existence. Accordingly, rehabilitation can only mean 
"acquisition of the capacity to live in society and 
comply with the criminallaw" . This is a minimum, and 
naturally the hope is for much better results , such as 
the reintegration in society of people who in their 
heart of hearts, have tully purged their offences and 
of people who have become converts to altruism and 
solidarity, having become convinced of the value of 
qualities which the offence had obscured ; however, 
there can be no intention (on the state's part) to re
shape a citizen's personality by modelling iton thal of 
an hypothetical model citizen , even though, in this 
complex task, society must not confine itself to high
lighting the negative aspects of an offence but must 
at the same time turn to account the positive be
havioural factors ideally impeding commission of the 
offence. Moreover, in astate and under a state's laws, 
rehabilitation must of necessity be regarded also as 
the task required of society itself in the form of the 
assistance which such a society must offer to those 
who have "!allen" into crime, since the social soli 
darity commitment enshrined in the Constitution must 
be a responsibility for ali citizens. 

Stages in the rehabilitation process 

ln short, the principle of rehabilitation entai ls: 

a. the elimination of sentences incompatible with 
the sentenced person's rehabilitation, which is to be 
understood as the possibility of his reintegration in 
social lite (capital punishment, lite imprisonment 
without the possibility of conditional release, etc.); 

b. the grea test possible reduction in the emphasis 
placed on sentences which are difficult to reconcile 
with the principle of rehabilitation. These include -
for reasons known to everyone and frequently borne 
out - imprisonemnt, especially in the forms in which 
it has been tried and tested hitherto. Over the past 
decade, the ltalian Parliament has made cons iderable 
progress in this direction; much sti/1 remains to be 
done, particularly as regards the use made of deten
tion on remand. 

ln ltaly we are still far from treating detention on 
remand as the exception. Great hopes have been 
placed in the impending new Code of Criminal Pro
cedure ; 

c. lastly, rehabilitation , a statutory function of pri
sons, must be aimed at in respect of al/ persans given 
a custodial sentence (and - in ltaly - of those held 
in preventive detention) . 

lmprisonment is thus on/y one aspect of rehabili
tation, even if it is the most difficult and most import
ant. General prevention , like security in prisons, must 
certainly be assured; and very olten both entail 
severe restrictions (witness the theory and limitations 
of conditional release) or even temporary exclusion 
from institutes implementing the principle of rehabili 
tation; but the requirements of prevention and secur
ity can never mean automatically denying certain 
individuals or groups of individuals the possibility of 
rehabilitation . Our positive law recognises no such 
thing as "incorrigible" offender. There are no indi 
viduals to whom the principle of rehabilitation is in
applicable. The recent Prison Reform Act , No. 663, of 
10 October 1986 accordingly abolished a series of 
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offence-related exclusions from the possiblity of alter
native measures. Furthermore, even in the case of 
persons sentenced to life imprisonment, (many) new 
opportunities for non-custodial treatment are avail
able. The "differentiated strategy" in fashion in the 
1960s (although important precedents are to be found 
among the ltalian positivists and in the Marburg 
School) may have made for misunderstandings; but it 
did draw much-needed attention to the reality of the 
prison population (and to crime generally) with a view 
to reducing the number of individuals liable for cus
todial sentences and to reducing the use made of 
short custodial sentences, and is also reckoned to 
have been intended, either openly or by implication, 
to create "types of offender" for whom rehabilitation 
was unthinkable or impracticable. Moreover, the 
situation in recent years has, perhaps paradoxically, 
discredited these assumptions : with the recent legis
lation on those who foresake terrorism and terrorist 
associations, Parliament has begun to look for fresh 
reasons for reducing or even eliminating imprison
ment precisely in areas where the rate of dangerous 
crime is high. 

As it is not possible for me to tackle this question 
in depth here, let me repeat above ali that the prin
cipal objective when a custodial sentence is served 
must be to prevent desocialisation and, worse still, the 
encouragement of crime. This may seem a very 
modest ojective, although in the present prison situ
ation it is in fact an ambitious one. 

The second objective is to revive in prisoners the 
values which they disregarded when committing their 
offences. lt is absurd to think that it is possible to 
neglect this process of clarification and education, 
which is merely the continuation of the work of gen
eral prevention done by parliament when it creates 
specifie offences. Reasserting the ru les and the value 
of the good destroyed or endangered by the offence, 
careful consideration of these points, revaluation, if 
possible, of the intersubjectivity expressed in the 
passing of sentence , and , above ali, taking into 
account the victims of the offence and the injustice of 
their fate are ali aspects of the protection of values 
which, through general prevention and the reaffir
mation of the right violated by the offence, is reflected 
in practical rehabilitation measures constituting a 
major source of satisfaction. 

The third stage of prison rehabilitation is resocial
isation in the strict sense : the attempt to develop in 
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the prisoner a sense of purpose, and, at the same 
time, to help him learn notions and rules of life in 
society and secure vocational skills so as not to 
relapse into crime. ldealogically and methodologically 
this is the most difficult and controversial part of the 
rehabilitat ion process. This is precisely what the con
cept of treatment refers to. 

Conclusion 

ln conclusion , the criticisms made of rehabili
tation in recent years do not seem sufficiently con
vincing to warrant abandonment of rehabilitation. Far 
from being a rearguard action , the advocacy of re
habilitation has in fact barely begun. What became 
apparent as soon as an attempt was made to put this 
key idea into practice was that it is far removed from 
the human and social reality of our time. The insti
tutions in which it ought to be implemented are un
suited . When it comes to implementing reforms, 
states are weak-willed and slow and words (legislation 
need go no further than that) easier than action. 
Society in general also presents serious problems for 
decent people or, at any rate, people who have no 
contacts with justice, and for them the seriousness of 
these problems takes priority over the problems of pri
sons: for instance, as long as hospitals remain in their 
present state, why should one worry about prisoners' 
conditions? Public opinion reacts unfavourably to 
certain forms of crime and, accordingly, to authorities 
deemed guilty of showing excessive understanding 
towards the authors of such crimes. Too many il
lusions, at least about the rapidity of results, have 
perhaps been fostered. Educational and reformatory 
methods are still uncertain and being tested . Super
vision of the functioning of rehabilitation measures is 
inadequate and inevitably has a lower priority than 
other tasks. Offenders (logically) take advantage of 
certain rehabilitation institutions (eg semi-custodial 
treatment or prison leave) to outsmart the rehabili
tation officers and commit other offences . Certain 
forms of pseudo-co-operation also constitute a 
danger. The temptations, and sometimes too the 
advantages, of a life of crime are more stimulating 
than the promises held out by a working life often lived 
in uncertainty, poverty and obscurity. Daily confron
tation with unpunished gain is no incentive to soli
darity and socially acceptable behaviour. But these 
problems are not enough to persuade the experts in 
the field to abandon an ideal which has done much for 
the progress of civilisation in sectors of suffering, an 
ideal whose rejection would be dangerously and 
unjustly retrograde. 



Activities of the Seminar on "Prison treatment : 
The present situation and perspectives" 

A European seminar on the theme of prison 
treatment, organised by the ltalian Government in co
operation with the Cou neil of Europe in the framework 
of initiatives aimed at helping prison staff was held at 
Frascati, near Rome from 22 to 25 September 1987. 

lt was attended by 32 participants from 15 mem
ber countries of the Council of Europe and by several 
observers from international organisations. Although 
treatment in general as been the subject of a number 
of practical and theoretical initiatives by prison staff, 
it was sorne time since any meeting had taken place 
at a European seminar to discuss the present situ
ation, and the medium and long-term prospects for 
prison treatment, from the point of view of the philo
sophy of prison work. 

The three reports presented concerned respec
tively : the concept of treatment and re-education in 
the light of historie trends (L. Daga); the new concept 
of treatment in the European Prison Rules (H . Tul
kens) ; and the role of a free society in the treatment 
of prisoners (J.P . Robert). Each country participating 
submitted a national report describing the situation in 
the prison system and the opportunities for treatment 
within prisons, on which it subsequently made verbal 
comments during the discussions. lt became clear 
that, in spite of the proliferation of alternative (includ
ing non-custodial) measures, much attention still 
needed to be given to custodial systems which could 
help to humanise prison, and to reduce the harm it 
caused. 

Sorne countries gave ex amples of very advanced 
systems of treatment, most notably the new policy of 
non-differentiation which is current in certain Scandi
navian countries, and the tendency to make use of 
very small prisons in which it is possible to create a 
proper relationship between prisoners and staff. 

Ali the participants agreed that better use should 
be made of the (unfortunately meagre) resources 
which each country made available for its prisons, by 

rationalising the system itself and by taking ad
vantage as far as possible of new technologies, 
without forgetting that the essential thing was to 
establish a satisfactory human relationship with pri
soners. 

Discussions continued throughout the evening at 
research workshops which gave an opportunity for 
films from various countries to be shown on cultural 
and in particular theatrical activities, on the use of 
computers as a means of prison treatment and on the 
various aspects of treatment considered as some
thing to which a prisoner is entitled. 

The ltalian Minister of Justice, Professer Giu
liano Vassalli , recalled , during the closing session of 
the seminar, a theme which had already been treated 
at the opening of the session by Professer Nicolo 
Amato, Director General of the ltalian Prison Adminis
tration , namely that the "prison of hope" which ltaly is 
trying to establish was founded on faith in human 
values and on the conviction that detention (which 
should be reduced to a minimum and reserved ex
clusively for the most serious cases of violation of cri
minai law) could not be purely retributional in nature, 
but must be managed so as to counter the harmful 
effect of prison, with the reintegration of the prisoner 
into society always in mind . 

The conclusions of the seminar, which were 
approved unanimously, recall the faith which prison 
workers have in the values of civilisation, which are a 
sure foundation for ever more effective European pri
son co-operation . 

Luigi Daga 
Director of the Study, Research and 

Documentation Office, 
Directorate General of Prisons and Remand Prisons, 

ltalian Ministry of Justice, 
Member of the Committee 

for Co-operation in Prison Affairs 
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Statistics on prison populations 
in the member states of the Council of Europe 
Situation at 1.9.1987 and committals in 1986 

The database set up in 1983 on the initiative of 
the Committee for Co-operation in Prison Affairs en
abled us in the previous bulletins to present recent 
changes in prison number1 , committal flows and 
detention periods2. 

These short-lerm data were supplemented by 
the publication of chronological series relating to 
numbers over the period 1970-19873 . 

The present report will be confined to an up
dating of this information together with some cam
menis on the indicators used. The "stock" statistics 
refer to the situation at 1 Setpember 1987 and the 
"flow" data to the year 19864 . 

Table 1. Situation at 1 September 1987 

These stock data are presented in the usual way. 
The indicators used are: 
a. Total prison population 
b. Rate of detention per 100,000 : total prison popu
lation at 1.9.1987 as a proportion of ali inhabitants on 
th at date (Figure 1) 
c. Percentage of unconvicted prisoners: number of 
prisoners who have not been finally sentenced as a 
percentage of the total prison population 

d. Rate of unconvicted prisoners per 100,000: 
number of unconvicted prisoners as a proportion of 
inhabitants at 1.9.1987 (Figure 2) 

e. Percentage of women prisoners 

f. Percentage of young prisoners 
g. Percentage of foreign prisoners 

At 1 September 1987 the average rate of deten
tion was 64.1 per 100,000 in habitants; a year ago the 
rate was 65.1 5. 

Over the last 12 months, 6 out of 19 populations 
have increased substantially: Luxembourg (9.3%), 
Spain (8.9%), Belgium (8.4%), France (6.3%), Greece 
(5 .5%) and lreland (4.5%). 

Four states have remained relatively stable : 
United Kingdom (0.8%), Netherlands (2%), Portugal 
(2.1 %) and Sweden (2.4%) . 

1. Prison Information Bulletin No. 7, June 1966, 23-31. 
2. Prison Information Bulletin No. 6, December 1966, 16-24. 
3. Prison Information Bulletin No. 9, June 1967. 
4. As in the past, statistics relating to Canada and Finland are 
appended. 
5. These calculations do not take account of the position in Switzer
land, for which we have no data at 1.9.1967. 

Figure 1 
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Figure 2 

Breakdown of Council of Europe member States 
by rate of unconvicted prisoners per 100,000 inhabitants 
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Lastly, nine populations have seen a distinct 
drop in numbers: Federal Republic of Germany 
(-3.2%), Denmark (-4%) , Turkey (-4.5%), Norway 
(-4.6%), Austria (-4.6%), Cyprus (-6.1 %), lceland 
(-18.1 %), ltaly (-20.3%) and Malta (-48.4%). 

Comments on the indicators relating to detention 
on remand 

Users of these statistics sometimes confuse 
" rate of unconvicted prisoners" (calculated on the 
basis of 100 prisoners) and "rate of detention on 
remand" (calculated on the basis of 100,000 inhabi
tants). Although the rate of unconvicted prisoners is a 
much more commonly used indicator, its disadvan
tage is that it depends both on the number of "uncon
victed prisoners" and on that of "convicted 
prison ers". For example, an increase in the rate of 
unconvicted prisoners following an amnesty may 
have no particular significance in terms of detention 
on remand. lt was for this reason that it seemed 
appropriate to introduce the second indicator as from 
the June 1985 report. 

The terms used here for these two indicators are 
not entirely satisfactory because their meaning is not 
explicit. The expression "rate of unconvicted pri
soners" is commonly used and we therefore thought 
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fit to retain it. We based thE: expression "rate of deten
tion on remand" on the expression "rate of deten
tion", which also usually denotes a "prisoners 
held/number of inhabitants" ratio6 . 

Furthermore, the calculation of these indicators 
is based on a definition of the "unconvicted prisoner" 
which raises certain problems. ln these statistics, an 
"unconvicted prisoner" is defined negatively : "a pri
soner who has not been finally sentenced". This, in 
theory unambiguous definition has the same draw
backs as ail other negative definitions. The prisoners 
accounted for under the heading "unconvicted pri
soners" may belong to a wide variety of different legal 
categories, and this obviously makes international 
comparisons difficult. The example of Belgium is very 
eloquent in this respect , but we shall not return to it 
here as it has already been dealt with in detail in a pre
vious report8 . Let us merely consider the case of 
France. 

6. The word "rate" is used in various senses in population studies. 
lt originally denoted the relative frequency of an event in a population 
(this applies to the rate of committals) . lt is also used to denote a pro
portion . Here, a part is divided by the whole (this applies to the rate 
of unconvicted prisoners, the rate of detention and the rate of deten
tion on remand). 
7. We are not certain thal ali administrations observe it strictly when 
collecting data. 
8. Prison Information Bulletin No. 8, December 1986, Appendix 1, 
23. 
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On 1 July 1987, the French prison population 
broke down as follows by criminal category : 

Rate per 
Numbers % 100 000 

in habitants 

Total number of prisoners: 50 664 100.0 91.1 

Convicted prisoners (including 
civil law prisoners) 28 656 56.6 51.5 

Unconvicted prisoners 22 008 43.4 39.6 
Due to appear immediately 
before a judge or court 1 109 2.2 2.0 

Investigation in progress ... 14 797 29 .2 26.6 
Waiting to appear before a 
judge or court ..... 2 897 5.7 5.2 

Appeal lodged 3 205 6.3 5.8 

According to the definitions used in this report, 
the rate of unconvicted prisoners was therefore 
43.4% and the rate of detention on remand 39.6 per 
100,000 in habitants. 

If we work on the basis of prisoners awaiting a 
first judgement (ie excluding already sentenced pri
soners who have appealed), the indicators are 37.1% 
and 33.8 per 100,000 in habitants, respectively. 

These considerations do not cali into question 
the definition adopted, but they do show a need for a 
more detailed knowledge of the legal composition of 
this category at international leve!. lt would be worth 
trying to achieve such a knowledge in subsequent 
surveys. 

Table 2. Committal flow in 1986 

As in previous surveys, the fo llowing indicators 
were calculated : 

a. The number of committals in 1986. 

b. Rate of committals per 100,000 in 1986: number 
of committals du ring 1986 as a proportion of the meah 
number of inhabitants over that period. Taking into 
account avai lable data, we in tact used the number of 
inhabitatnts at 1.9.1986 as indicated by adminis
tration. 

c. Percentage of unconvicted prisoners committed: 
number of committals of unconvicted prisoners as a 
percentage of the year's total committals. 

d. lndicator of the average detention period (D): the 
quotient of the average 1986 popu lation (P) divided by 
the committal flow over this period (E): D = 12 x P/E 
(duration in months). 

Taking into account availab le information, we 
took the population at 1.9.1986 for P (Figure 3)9. 

lt should be remembered that the figures ob
tained must be considered as indicators and not as 
measured results . 

9. Reminder of the key to Figure 3 : 
- countries on the same vertical line have the same rate of 

committals 
- countries on the same horizontal li ne have the same deten

tion rate 
- countries on the same diagonal line have the same indi

cators of mean detention period. 

Figure 3 : lndicator of main detention period (1986) 
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Comments on the flow indicators 

These indicators too raise sorne important pro
blems. We shall not dwell on the fact that the distinc
tion between the terms "detention rate" (indicating a 
state) and "committal rate" (indicating movement) is 
not yet generally accepted among users of the 
statistics. 

With regard to the percentage of unconvicted pri
son ers committed, we are of course faced once again 
with the problem of definition raised above. 

More fundamentally, what is counted here is not 
the number of persans committed but the number of 
committals. The same persan can therefore be 
counted several times (committals for several cases in 
the same year, or even committals for the same case 
at different stages of the proceedings). 

The definition of a committal as an accounting 
unit will of course depend on how each State's penal 
system operates, as weil as on how prison statistics 
are compiled. 

By way of an illustration, one can consider the 
case of France. The committals recorded in the 
French system are "initial admissions": admissions 
of previously free persans, excluding re-admissions 
after escape, a suspended sentence or a split 
sentence10 

Let us take one example: 

-a persan is detained on remand, 

- released pending investigation under an order 
issued by the investigating judge, 

- subsequently tried as a "free defendant" (in 
the same case), 

- sentenced to a period of imprisonment 
exceeding the time already spent in detention, 

- re-imprisoned to serve the remainder of his 
sentence. 

Two initial admissions are therefore counted, 
although they relate to the same case. 

This question is obviously complex at inter
national level owing to the diversity of criminal pro
cedures and methods of compiling statistics. 

Yet further developments in the European stat
istics dealt with in this report will depend partly on how 
thinking progresses on the accounting methods used 
for committal flows. 

Pierre Tournier 
Research engineer at the 

Centre de recherches sociologiques 
sur le droit let les institutions pénales 

(CESDIP UA CNRS 313) 

1 O. Re-admissions by reason of a transfer from one prison to another 
are obviously not " initial admissions". lt should also be noted that , in 
the French system, no release order is issued when prison leave is 
granted. 

Notes - Table 1 

Belgium 

1. Total prison population 
2. Convicted (sentenced) prisoners 
3. Unconvicted prisoners 

The content of item 3 is explained as follows: 
3.A Remand prisoners (persans ordered to appear 

before a judge or court, accused persans, 
detained and convicted persans awaiting final 
judgment) ......... . 

3.8 

6 713 
3 345 
3 368 

994 

a. minors in provisional custody 11 
b. minors placed at the Government's disposai 11 
c. Persans detained under the social pro-

tection law 702 
d. vagrants 551 
e. others 99 

France 

The data concern ali persans imprisoned in metro
politan Fanee and the overseas departments (metropolitan 
France: 49,074, overseas departments: 1,565). 

For metropolitan France, indicator (b) is 88.2 per 
100,000. 

lndicators (e), (f) and (g) were calculated with reference 
to the position at 1.7.1987. 

Federal Republic of Germany 

lndicator (e) concerns the entire prison population with 
the exception of "civil law pri soners" and persans im
prisoned pending extradition (n = 1,251 ). 

Il is impossible to calculate indicator (f) on the total 
population . Unconvicted prisoners (n = 11 ,482): proportion 
of persans under 21 = 14.5%. Convicted prisoners 
(n = 39, 186): proportion of convicted prisoners in prisons 
for young persans = 11 .9%; most are between 14 and 
25 years old. 

lndicator (g) is an estimate. 

Ire/and 

22 foreigners, not including 51 prisoners from Northern 
lreland. 

Netherlands 

The figure of 5,002 prisoners does not include the 
329 prisoners detained in police premises owing to lack of 
prison space. 

Sweden 

lndicators (e), (f) and (g) were calculated on the con
victed prisoner population. 

Switzerland 

Detention on remand is excluded from the survey. 

lndicators (e), (f) and (g) were calculated on the con
victed prisoner population. 

United Kingdom 

England and Wales 

The number of prisoners decreased by 3,000 on the 
13 August 1987 owing to the increase in sentence reduc
tions for those sentenced to 12 months and over. 

lndicators (e) and (f) are for the whole prison population 
except "civil law prisoners" (n = 239). 

lndicator (g) is an estimate; prisoners considered as 
foreigners are those born outside the Commonwealth, Ire
land and Pakistan. 

Scot/and 

The data refer to the average situation in September 
1987. 
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Table 1 

Situation of prison populations at 1 February 1987 

(a) (b) (c) 

Detention 
Total rate 

Percentage 
of 

prison per 
unconvicted 

population 100,000 
prisoners 

in habitants 

Austria 7 419 97.5 23.3 

Belgium • 6 713 67.4 50.2 

Cyprus 215 39.0 10.7 

Den mark 3 190 62.0 26.6 

France• 50 639 88.9 43.5 

Fed . Rep. 
of Germany• 51 919 84.9 22.1 

Greece 3 988 40.9 26.2 

lreland • 1 936 55.0 5.6 

lceland 68 27.9 7.4 

Ital y 34 838 60.8 57.3 

Luxembourg 353 95.5 30.3 

Malta 49 14.8 75.5 

Netherlands • 5 0002 37.0 36.1 

Norway 1 929 46.0 28.3 

Portugal 8 270 84.0 40 .9 

Spain 27 278 70.2 43.0 

Sweden• 4 198 51 .0 19.7 

Switzerland • - - -
Turkey 50 337 99.4 37.9 

United Kingdom 54 384 95.8 22.1 

England* 
Wales 47 105 94.1 22.8 

Scotland* 5 421 105.9 17.9 

Northern lreland 1 858 119.1 16.8 

• See notes p. 27 

Notes- Table 2 

Belgium 

Total 1986 committals (20,102) are made up as 
follows: 

4 927 convicted (sentenced) prisoners 
15 175 unconvicted prisoners , including 10,457 re

m and prisoners and 4 718 other categories according to the 
distinction drawn .above between 3A and 38. 

France 

The data are for metropolitan France on ly. 

Sweden 

1986 committals: convicted 14,188 

Switzerland 

1986 committals: convicted 10,414. 
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(d) (e) (f) (g) 

Rate of 
unconvicted 

Percentage Percentage Percentage 
prisoners 

of women of young of foreign 
per 

100,000 
prisoners prisoners prisoners 

in habitants 

22.7 3.9 18 a : 1.3 8.8 

33.8 4.9 18 a : 0.3 27.4 

4.2 6.0 21 a : 13.0 37.2 

16.5 - - -
38.7 4.2 21 a: 13.2 26.6 

18.8 3.8 - 14.5 

10.7 4.1 21 a : 5.6 18.7 

3.1 2.0 21 a : 27.9 1.1 

2.1 4.4 22 a : 8.8 1.5 

34.9 4.8 18 a : 1.5 8.7 

28.9 5.1 21 a : 6.8 38.5 

11.2 6.1 18 a : 6.1 30.6 

13.3 3.9 23a:17.9 18.8 

13.0 - 21 a : 8.1 10.7 

34.3 5.4 21 a : 10.3 -
30.2 5.6 21 a : 10.2 13.0 

10.1 4.3 21 a : 4.2 21.6 

- 5.0 18 a: 1.6 35.4 

37.7 2.7 18 a: 1.2 0.5 

21.2 3.6 21 a : 25.1 1.3 

21.5 3.6 21 a: 24.8 1.5 

18.9 3.5 21 a: 26.1 0.2 
20.0 1.7 21 a: 29.5 1.1 

England and Wales 

The number of committals was obtained by adding the 
number of committals of convicted persans to the number of 
committals of unconvicted persans. The British adminis
tration provided an evaluation of the number of persans 
committed (without double entries): 117,208. 

From this figure , we obtained a committal rate of 234.8 
per 100,000 and an indicator of mean detention period of 4.8 
months. However, these indicators cannat be directly com
pared with those for other countries, where calculation is 
based on the notion of committal and not of persans com
mitted . 



Austria 

Belgium• 

Cyprus 

Den mark 

France• 

Fed. Rep. 
of Germany 

Greece 

lreland 

lceland 

ltaly 

Luxembourg 

Malta 

Netherlands 

Norway 

Portugal 

Spain 

Sweden• 

Switzerland • 

Turkey 

United 
Kingdom 

England• 

Wales 

Scotland 

Nort hern 
lreland 

Table 2 

Committal flow in 1986 

(a) (b) (c) 

Rate of 
Rate of Number committals 

of per 
unconvictec 

committals 100,000 
prisoners 

in 1986 in habitants 
committed 

in 1986 
in 1986 

- - -
20 102 201.9 75.5 

664 118.9 20.6 

- - -
87 906 77.0 

158.6 

93 622 153.5 -
- - -

7 452 210.7 39.4 

356 147.1 33.4 

95 324 166.5 81.8 

536 146.9 70.5 

215 65.2 69.8 

24 980 173.1 64.6 

29 777 714.6 66.6 

10 751 108.8 81.3 

- - -
- - -
- - -

118 980 230.9 67.1 

197 044 347.9 42.6 

149 723 299.9 42.5 

41 327 807.3 43.8 

5 994 383.1 37.7 

• See notes p. 28. 

(d) 

lndicator 
of mean 
detention 

period 
in months 

(1986) 

-
3.7 

4.1 

-
6.3 

6.9 

-

3.0 

2.8 

5.5 

7.2 

5.3 

2.4 

0.8 

9.0 

-

-
-

5.3 

3.3 

3.7 

1.6 

3.6 

Laws, bills, regulations 
The titles of /aws which have come into force in 

the past year, bills and regulations re lating to prison 
affairs which are likely to be of particular interest to the 
prison administrations of other member States will be 
given in this section. ln certain cases, the titles are 
followed by a brief summary. 

Belgium 

Ministerial circulars 

No. 1514 of 26 February 1987 : maximum dai/y priee 
for prison ers' food 

Appendix 1. Data on the prison population of Finland 

1. Situation at 1 September 1987 

a. Total prison population ............. . 
b. Rate of detention per 100,000 in habitants 
c. Percentage of unconvicted prisoners 
d. Rate of unconvicted prisoners per 100,000 
e. Percentage of women prisoners ....... . 
f. Percentage of young prisoners (21 years) 
g. Percentage of foreign prisoners . 

2. Changes in population 

3 824 
86.0 
13.0 
11.2 
3.0 
7.6 
0.3 

Percentage increase in number of prisoners over the 
period 1 September 1986-1 September 1987 : 3.3% 

3. Committal flow in 1986 

a. Number of committals . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 216 
b. Rate of committals per 100,000 . . . . . . . . . . . 186.7 
c. Percentage of unconvicted prisoners com-

mitted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.0 
d. lndicator of the mean detention period in 

months . .. . .. . . 4.8 

Appendix 2. Data on the prison population of Canada 

The last data on Canada published in the Prison 
Bulletin concerned the financial year 1984-1985 (1 Apri l 
1984-31 March 1985) • 

1. Average situation for the financial year 1985-1986 

a. Total prison population . . 25 572 
b. Rate of detention per 100,000 inhabitants 108.7 
c. Percentage of unconvicted prisoners . . . 12.6 
d. Rate of unconvicted persans per 100,000 13.7 

2. Changes in average populations 

Percentage increase in number of prisoners over the 
period 1984-85 : 1 . 7% . 

3. Committal flow for the financial year 1985-1986 

a. Number of committals . . . . . . . . . . 200 940 
b. Rate of committals per 100,000 . . . . 792.2 
c. Percentage of unconvicted prisoners com-

mitted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40.5 

d. lndicator of the mean detention period 
in months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.6 

Note : The total population figure relates to correctional 
institutions for adults (provincial and federal institutions) : 
age-limit 16, 17 or 18 according to the province. 

• Bulletin No. 8, Oecember 1986 

The maximum priee for prisoners' food was set 
at 105 francs as from 1 January 1987. This applies to 
both sick and healthy prisoners . 

No. 1519 of 8 July 1987: ban on smoking in certain 
public places (implementation in prisons) . 

On the basis of the Royal Order of 31 March 
1987 proh ibiting smoking in certain public places 
(Official Gazette of 14 April1987), smoking will be pro
hibited in prison buildings and parts of prison 
buildings as from 1 September 1987. 
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The ban covers: 

-halls; 
- corridors; 
- staircases; 
-lifts; 
- waiting rooms; 
- toilets; 
- meeting rooms usually open to the public; 
- premises in which services are provided to the 

public, whether or not a fee is charged for admission ; 
- premises in which sick or elderly persans are 

accommodated or cared for; 
- premises in which children or young people of 

school age are accommodated or cared for; 
- premises in which preventive or curative 

health care is provided ; 
- premises in which education is provided; 
- premises in which entertainment is provided ; 
- premises in which exhibitions are held; 
- premises and other covered places in which 

sport is practised. 

The order also stipulates that when a building or 
part of a building has severa! waiting rooms intended 
for the same section of the public, no more than one 
may be reserved for smokers. If the institution's facili
ties so permit, one waiting room may be allocated to 
smokers. If so, the public must be informed 
accordingly. 

No. 1520 of 19 August 1987 : arrangements for split
ting systematic prison /eave 

The circular of 28 August 1984 adjusted the pro
cedure for granting systematic prison leave so that a 
positive decision given by the lndividual Cases 
Department after the first application covered not only 
the first period of leave but also any subsequent 
periods of leave up to the end of the prison sentence. 

The practice of granting split prison leave has 
meanwhile proved a success: this was confirmed at 
the most recent meetings of prison governors, during 
which discussions were held on the relevant practical 
arrangements. 

The agreement given by the lndividual Cases 
Department after the first leave application empowers 
the prison governor to take a decision with regard to 
the splitting of the leave granted. 

The arrangements have been standardised as 
follows: 

- Ail leave may be granted in one, two or three 
periods , the first period being taken compulsorily on 
the normal date of eligibility; 

- The prison governor assesses the reasons 
given for splitting leave and determines on a quarterly 
basis how the days requested are to be distributed ; 

- A period of split leave may on no account be 
combined with the next quarter's leave. The rule that 
a period of leave may not comprise more than three 
consecutive nights remains in force. 

ln addition, staff must comply with the circulr of 
31 January 1985, No. 4/SCI/21 0, as regards the data 
to be fed into the computer when systematic prison 
leave is granted, and especially when that leave is 
split. 
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Den mark 

Lov om mere effektiv behandling at sager om ôkono
misk kriminalitet. (Act on more efficient Treatment of 
Economical Criminality). Lovforslag nr. L 34 vedtaget 
den 27. maj 1987. 

Lov om aendring at retspleje/oven (varetaegtsfaengs
ling i retsh§ndhaeve/sesôjemed (Act on Amendment of 
the Administration of Justice Act (Remand imprison
ment with the Purpose of Enforcement of the Law.) 
Lovforslag nr. L 135 vedtaget den 4.6.1987. Lov 
nr. 386 af 1 0.6.1987. 

Lov om aendring at /ov om rettens pleje (bevistorte
gnelsen) (Act on Amendment of the Administration of 
Justice Act (List of Evidence). Lov nr. 273 af 13. maj 
1987. 

Cirku/aere om aendring at cirkulaere om anbringe/se at 
personer, der er idômt frihedsstrat elier torvaring og om 
overfôrse/ at indsatte me/lem kriminalforsorgens insti
tutioner (Circular on Amendment of Circular on Com
mitment of Persans Sentenced to lmprisonment or 
Detention and on Transfer of Prisoners between the 
Institutions under the Prisons and Probation Adminis
tration). Cirkulaere nr. 97 af 24.6.1987. 

Cirku/aere om oprettelse at uddannelsesplaner med 
henblik p§ undervisning og uddannelse under 
udst§etse at faengse/sstraf m. v. (Circular on Sc he mes 
for Training and Education du ring Serving of the Sen
tences). Cirkulaere af 17.6.1987. 

Beslutning om forbedret laegetilsyn med berusede i 
detentionerne (Decision on better Medical Attention to 
drunken Persans in the Detentions) . Beslutningsfor
slag nr. 8 69 vedtaget 22.5.1987. 

France 

Act No. 87-432 of 22 June 1987 on the public prison 
service made it possible for the state to assign tasks 
relating to the design, construction and fitting out of 
prisons to public law or private bodies. Such tasks will 
be carried out under an agreement between the State 
and the body or bodies appointed . Selection will be on 
the basis of an invitation to tender and competition . 

The Act also provides for the possibility of raising 
prisons to the status of national administrative public 
institutions under State supervision. 

Circular AP.87.02.G1 of 15 January 1987 laid down 
the ru/es for the implementation of Acts Nos. 86-1019 
and 86-1021 on combating crime and sentence enfor
cement. 

Circular AP.87.03.G2 of 25 February 1987 relates to 
the prison community education service. 

Circular AP of 6 August 1987 relates to children /eft in 
the custody of their imprisoned mother. 

Greece 

Act No. 1729 of 7 August 1987 reformed the Greek 
legislation on narcotic drugs 

Article 1 provides for the setting up of (a) a 
Central Committee to combat the spread of narcotic 
drugs, and formulate , propose and co-ordinale 
national policy on narcotic drugs, and (b) a treatment 
centre for drug addicts. 



Article 5 makes a series of activities punishable 
by a prison sentence of 10-20 years and a fine of 
100,000 to 100,000,000 drachmas. These include : 

a. importing and exporting narcotic drugs ; 

b. selling, buying or distributing narcotic drugs, 
or acting as an intermediary in respect of such acti
vities ; 

c. introducing drugs into military, police and 
penal establishments, institutions for young people, 
hospitals and other places of work and institutions; 
mixing drugs with food and drink; 

e. producing narcotic drugs or possessing equip
ment for that purpose; 

f. growing plants from which drugs are made ; 

g. possessing or transporting drugs on Greek 
land , in Greek waters or in Greek airspace; 

h. sending or receiving parcels containing drugs. 

ltaly 

Legislative decree No. 356 of 28 August 1987, con
verted into an Act (No. 436, 27 October 1987) on 
emergency measures concerning the staff of the pri
son administration service (published in Official Jour
nal of 28 October 1987). 

Netherlands 

On 21 August 1987 regulations have come into force 
with regard as to voluntary urine contrais of psycho
tropic substances. 

These voluntary urine contrais have two goals. ln 
the first place they are intended to improve the sense 
of responsibility of inmates. Secondly, these urine 
controls can improve the quality of the daily regime of 
the prison establishments. 

A draft regulation with regard to statutory urine con
trois has been sent for advice to the Central Advisory 
Couincil, and independent council of the Minister of 
Justice . The statutory urine contrais will be based on 
a revision of Art. 29 of the Prison Regulations . This 
type of urine contrais is intended to improve the gen
eral security of prisoners. Besides, the domestic rules 
of the prison establishments will be altered to provide 
for a careful use of this new instrument of control. 

A dra ft revision of Art. 91, first paragraph of the Prison 
Regulations has a!so been sent for advice to the 
Central council of Advice. The restrictions on the pri
vacy of letters are described in greater detail in the 

revised first parag raph . This revision is necessary as 
a consequence of a revision of Art. 13, first paragraph 
of the Dutch Constitution. 

Sweden 

An amendment has been made to the Decree on Cer
tain Regulations Concerning the Implementation of the 
Act on Ca/culation of lmprisonment Term. This has 
been made in arder to even out the prison population 
throughout the year . 

ln briel the amendments make way for the pos
sibility for the Prison and Probat ion Service to request 
sentenced persans with imprisonment terms of at 
most three months to present themselves on a certain 
day at a correctional institution during a period of six 
months from the date when the pronounced sentence 
is to be executed. 

For the June edition of the Prison Information 
Bulletin we presented a Government Bill on so ca/led 
treatment on a contract basis . The Bill has in principle 
been acknow/edged by the Swedish Par!iament and 
the new regulations will come into force on January 1, 
1988. 

United Kingdom 

England and Wa/es 

The Prison (Amendment) Ru/es 1987, the Detention 
Centre (Amendment) Ru/es 1987 and the Youth Cus
tody (Amendment) Ru/es 1987 (SI 1987/1256, 1255 
and 1257 respectively have increased from one-third 
to one-hall of the term the remission which may be 
granted in relation to sentences for a term of 
12 months or less. 

Scot/and 

The Criminal Jostice (Scot/and) Act 1987. This Act 
received the Royal Assent in May this year and will be 
brought into effect in severa! stages during 1987 and 
1988. One of the principal features of the Act is the 
provision for forfeiture of the proceeds of drug traf
ficking- an important part of the Government's cam
paign against drug misuse. The Act also deals with 
the investigation of serious and complex fraud. 

Northern freland 

The ony legislation affecting prisons in Northern Ire
land which has come into force within the last 6 
months is the Northern freland (Emergency Provisions) 
Act 1987. Article 2 provides for 28-day remands by 
direction of a magistrale for a prisoner charged with 
a scheduled offence. 
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system with particular reference to demographie trends.) 
Zeitschrift für Strafvollzug 36, 4, 1987, 195-206. 

Jehle Jôrg-Martin : Wiedereingliederung und Untersu
chungschaft: lst in der Untersuchungshalt soziale 
Betreuung und Behandlung môglich und nôtig? (Re
integration and detention on remand : are social care and 
treatment possible and necessary in detention on remand ?) 
Kriminalpàdagog . Praxis 15, 23/24. 1987. 33-40. 



Knoche Christian: Besuchsverkehr im Strafvollzug (Visits in 
the penal system). Bern u.a. Lang 1987. 

Müller-Dietz Heinz: Anspruch und Wirklichkeit sozialer 
Arbeit in der Strafrechtspflege heule (Expectations and rea
lily of social work in criminal justice today). Archiv für Wis
senschaft und Praxis der sozialen Arbeit 18, 2, 1987, 63-83. 

Müller-Dietz Heinz: Der Psychologe im Strafvollzug in 
Kühne Hans-Heiner (Hg.): Berufsrecht für Psychologen (The 
psychologist in the penal system, in Kühne Hans-Heiner 
(ed): Professional law for psychologists). Baden-Baden, 
Nomos 1987 1987, 331-389. 

Northoff Robert: Strafvollstreckungskammer. Anspruch und 
Wirklichkeit (Sentence enforcement board. Expectations 
and reality.) Zeitschrift für Strafvollzug 36, 4, 1987, 207-218. 

Preusker Harold : Zur Situation der Gefiingnisarbeit (The pri
son work situation). Bliitter der Wohlfahrtspflege 134, 9, 
1987, 202-204. 

Ri:issner Dieter: Muss Freiheitsstrafe sein? Verfassungs
rechtliche und kriminologische Überlegungen zur Rechtferti
gung des Freiheitsentzugs ais Kriminalstrafe (ls 
imprisonment necessary? Constitutional and criminological 
considerations in justifying imprisonment as a cri minai sanc
tion) in : Behandlungsvollzug Hrsg . v. U. Sievering , Frankfurt 
1987, 116-157. 

Sievering Ullrich O. : Die Disz iplinierung der Gewalt ais Zivi
lisationsprozess (Control of violence as a civilising process) 
in: Behandlungsvollzug Hrsg. v. U. Sievering, Frankfurt 
1987, 116-1 57. 

Schi:ich Heinz: Das Recht der Untersuchungshaft und seine 
Anwendung in der Praxis (The law relating to detention on 
remand and its practical application). Kriminalpiidagog. 
Praxis 15, 23/24 1987, 9-14. 

Schumann Karl F. : Jugendarrest und/oder Betreuungswei
sung , empirische Untersuchungen über die Anwendungs
und Vollzugspraxis im Lande Bremen (Juvenile detention 
and/or care orders: empirical research on sentence enforce
ment practice in the Land of Bremen). Band 1 der Schriften
reihe der wissenschaftlichen Einheit Kriminalpolitikforschung 
Universitiit Bremen , 1985. 

Wulf Rüdiger: Vernünftige Lebensführung durch Gesund
heitsbildung . Eine aktuelle Aufgabe für soziales Training im 
Strafvollzug und Straffiilligenhilfe (A reasonable lifestyle 
through health education . A current task for social training 
in the penal system and assistance to offenders) . Zeitschrift 
für Strafvollzug 36 , 1987, 132-139. 

lreland 

Annual Report on Prisons and Places of Detention for the 
year 1985. 

Report on the Probation and Welfare Service for the year 
1985. 

Ital y 

Various authors (I .R.E.R.) : Gli istituti per minori in Lombar
dia (The institutions for young persans (under 18 years) in 
Lombardia) . F. Angeli, Milano, 1987. 

Arca S.: 1 problemi dell 'affidamento alle comunità terapeuti
che (The problems of the assignment on probation to the 
therapeutical communities). ln Quaderni della giustizia , No. 
70 , 1987. 

Bronzini G. , Palma M.: La riforma penitenziaria tra riduzio
nismo e differenziazione (The prison reform between reduc
tionism and differentiation). ln Dei delitti e delle pene, No. 3, 
1986, E.S.I , Napoli , 1986. 

Daga L. : Tossicodipendenze e misure alternative al car
cere: applicazione delle norme legislative (The drug addic
tions and alternative measures to the prison: application of 
the legislatives rules). ln Marginalità e societa, Nos. 1-2, 
1987, F. Angeli , Milano, 1987. 

Dell' Antonio A. , De Leo G.: Il bambino, l'adolescente e la 
legge. Esperienze e prospettive di collaborazione fra giuristi 
e psicologi perla tutela del minore (The chi Id , the adolescent 
and the law. Experience and perspectives of cooperation 
between jurist and psychologist for the protection of the 
minors) . Giuffrè , Milano, 1987. 

Ferracuti F. : Trattato di criminologia , medicina criminolo
gica e psichiatria !orense. La dimensione internationale 
della criminologia. Terzo volume (Treatise of criminology, 
criminological medicine and forensic psychiatry. The inter
national dimension of the criminology. Third volume). 
Giuffrè , Milano, 1987. 

Ferracuti F. : Trattato di criminologia , medicina criminolo
gica e psichiatria !orense. Criminologia e società. Quarto 
volume (Treatise of criminology, criminological medicine 
and forensic psychiatry. Criminology and society. Fourth 
volume). Giuffré , Milano, 1987. 

Gulotta G. : Trattato di psicologia giudiziaria nel sistema 
penale (Treatise of judicial psychology in the penal system). 
Giuffrè, Milano, 1987. 

Maisto F. : 1 tossicodipendenti , giustizia penale e servizi 
sociali (The penal justice and social services). ln Marginalità 
e devianza, Nos. 1-2, 1987, F. Angeli, Milano, 1987. 

Morris L., Ghezzi : Teorie sociologiche della devianza : una 
classificazione (Sociological theories of the deviance: a 
classification) . ln Marginalità e devianza, Nos. 1-2, 1987, F. 
Angeli , Milano, 1987. 

Mosconi G.: Riferimenti per un 'alternativa reale del carcere 
(References for a true alternative to the prison). ln Dei delitti 
e delle pene, No. 2, 1986, E.S.I, Napoli , 1986. 

Pavarini M.: Fuori dalle mura del carcere: la dislocazione 
dell 'ossessione correzionale (Outside the prison walls: the 
displacement of the correctional obsession). ln Dei delitti e 
delle pene, No. 2, 1986, E.S.I, Napoli, 1986. 

Pavarini M.: Riflessioni in merito alle modifiche sull'ordina
mento penitenziario (legge 10 ottobre 1986, No. 663) (Con
siderations about the changes in the penitentiary field) (law 
10.10.1986, No. 663)) . ln Marginalità e società , Nos. 1-2, 
1987, F. Angeli , Milano, 1987. 

Scotti L. : Arresti domiciliari, comunità terapeutiche e rap
porti con l'autorità giudiziaria (Domiciliary detention , thera
peutical community and reports with the judicial authority). 
ln Quaderni della giustizia , No. 70 , 1987. 

Netherlands 

Bernasco W.: Zelfdestructief gedrag van gedetineerden 
(Self destructive behaviour of inmates). lnstitute for Clinical 
Psychology , State University of Leiden , 1987 (in Dutch only). 

Grapendaal M.: ln dynamisch evenwicht ; Een verkennend 
onderzoek naar de gedetineerden-subcultuur in drie Neder
landse gevangenissen (A dynamic equilibrium; an orien
tative research on the subculture of inmates in the three 
Dutch prisons). WODC, Ministry of Justice, the Hague, 1987 
(in Dutch only). 

The centenary of the deprivation liberty in the Netherlands. 
Ministry of Justice, The Hague 1987 (Cf. included fly-leal). 

Norway 

Andenaes Johs.: Et liv blant paragrafer: Juridiske spl!irsm§.l 
slik jeg s§. dem (A life among legal provisions: Legal prob
lems as 1 saw them). Gyldendal , Oslo , 1987. 
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Bratholm Anders: Politiovergrep og personforfillgelse: 220 
forklaringer om politivold og andre overgrep i Bergenspolitiet 
(Police outrage and persecution of people: 220 explanations 
of police violence and other outrages by the police in the city 
of Bergen) . Tano, Oslo, 1987. 

Mathisen Thomas: Kan fengsel forsvares? (Can imprison
ment be defended ?) Pax, Oslo, 1987. 

Portugal 

Articles 

Crucho de Almeida Maria Rosa: Victimology in Portugal , 
presented at the 4th International Conference on Victi 
mology. 

Pocas Graça: 0 Fen6meno da Droga no Si stem a Peniten
ciàrio Português (The drug phenomenon in the Portuguese 
penal system). Characteristics of the drug addict population 
in prison. Reply of the institution). 

Spain 

Ouvrages 

Asencio Mellado J.M.: La prisi6n provisional (Detention on 
remand) . Madrid-Civitas, 1987. 

Ceristain lpina et al: Estudios Penales y Criminol6gicos 
(Penal and criminological studies) . Vol. 10, 1987. 

Clemente M. : La delincuencia femenina (Female delin
quency). Madrid-Aiianza, 1987. 

Various authors: Ill Jornadas Penitenciarias Andaluzas 
(Third Andalusian Penal Symposium). Consejeria de Gober
naci6n. Junta de Andalucia, 1987. 

Various authors: Reinserci6n Social y drogodependencia 
(Social re-integration and drug addiction). Asociaci6n para el 
estudio y promoci6n del Bienestar Social, 1987. 

Articles 

Asencio Cantisan H.: Recursos contra las resoluciones del 
Juez de Vigilancia Penitenciaria en la Ley Orgànica del 
Poder Judicial (Remedies against decisions of the prison 
supervision judge in the Judicial Authorities Act) , in Anuario 
de Derecho Penal y Ciencias Penales , No. 1, 1987. 

Asencio Cantisan H. and Mapelli Caffarena B. : Considera
ciones sobre la ejecuci6n penal (Reflections on sentence 
en forcement) in La Ley, No. 1771 , 1987. 

Barrero Majan J.M . : Los ùltimos Ayudantes : algunos datos 
(estudios sobre los funcionarios del Cuerpo de Ayudantes 
de lnstituciones Penitenciarias) (The last assistants : some 
data (Survey of assistant prison officers) in Revista de Estu
dios Penitenciarios , No. 237, 1987. 

Bueno Arus F.: Las competencias de los Jueces de Vigilan
cia y el destine de los internes a los establecimientos peni
tenciarios (The powers of supervising judge and the tate of 
prison inmates) in Poder Judicial , No. 5, 1987. 

Bueno Arus F.: La dimension juridica de la pena de prisi6n 
(The legal dimension of prison sentences) in Anuario de 
Derecho Penal y Ciencias Penales , No. 1, 1987. 

Clemente Diaz M. : El control social y la desviaci6n social : 
implicaciones para la delincuencia femenina y para la salud 
mental (Social control and social deviation : implications for 
female delinquency and mental health) in Revista de Estu
dios Penitenciarios , No. 237, 1987. 

Garcia Garcia J. : Efectos del encarcelamiento : investiga
ci6n e introducci6n (Effects of imprisonment: investigation 
and introduction) in Revista de Estudios Penitenciarios , 
No. 237, 1987. 

Garcia Valdes C. : El movimiento de reforma penitenciaria 
de los anos sesenta en Europa, con especial referencia al 
caso espanol (The prison reform movement of the 60s in 
Europe, with particular reference to Spain) in Actualidad 
Penal No. 6, 1987. 
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Garrido Genoves V.: Directrices bàsicas en el tratamiento 
del menor delincuente (Basic guidelines for the treatment of 
juvenil delinquents) , in Menores, No. 1, 1987. 

Martin Nunez J.A.: El principio de intervenci6n penal 
minima (The principle of minimum penal intervention) in 
Anuario de Derecho Penal y Ciencias Penales , No. 1, 1987. 

Palomeque Lopez M.C. : La relaci6n laboral de los penados 
en lnstituciones Penitenciarias (Labour relations of prison 
inmates) in Relaciones Laborales No. 13, 1987. 

Rodriguez Ramos L.: La prisi6n preventiva: algo màs que 
un a medida cautelar (Detention on remand : somewhat more 
than a precautionary measure) in La Ley, No. 1718, 1987. 

Ruiz Vadillo E. : La Criminologia y la vivencia de las crisis 
econ6micas en el Derecho Penal (Criminology and the 
influence of economie crisis on criminal law) in Eguzkilore, 
No. 1, 1987. 

Sancha Mata V. : Clima social: las dimensiones en prisi6n 
(Social climate : the prison dimension) in Revista de Estu
dios Penitenciarios, No. 237, 1987. 

Switzerland 

Prisons, droit pénal : le tournant? (Prisons, criminallaw : the 
turning point?) . Texts collected and edited by Martial Got
traux and Marianne Bornicchi. Edition d'en bas, Lausanne, 
1987. 

Schuh J: Aktuelle Probleme des Straf- und Massnahmen
vollzugs (Current problems of the prison and sentence en
forcement system). Verlag Rüegger , Chur 1987. 

Sweden 

Bishop Norman , Krantz Lars: Hur Kriminella §.r rattfylleris
ter? En granskning av kriminalitet och §.terfall bland fiingel
sedéimda trafiknykterhetsbrottslingar. Kriminalv§.rdsstyrelsen, 
report No. 1987 : 2 (The criminality of drunken drivers . A 
study of criminality and recidivism among those sentenced 
to imprisonment. National Prison and Probation Adminis
tration) (only Swedish version) . 

Osborne Ann Sundin , Pettersson Tomas, Bishop Norman : 
Drogfritt program fàr kvinnor . En uppféiljning av intagna vid 
kriminalv1l.rdsanstalten Hinseberg. Kriminalv§.rdsstyrelsen, 
report No. 1987 : 3) (The Drug Free Programme at th e Hins
berg Prison for Women . National Prison and Probation 
Administration) . 

Géiransson Birgitta , Jiirvholm Andersson Inge, Kwarnmark 
Elisabeth: Behandling inom kriminalv§.rden av m§.n dàmda 
fàr àvergrepp mot kvinnor (Treatment of Male Offenders 
Sentenced for Rape and Violence Against Women) . Copies 
can be requested from Psykologkonsulationer , Andra 
L§.nggatan 20, 413 28 Géitenborg, Sweden (only Swedish 
version). 

Nilsson Hasse : Skyddskonsulenten (Probation . A historie 
review of the Swedish probation service) . Copies ·can be 
requested from National Prison and Probation Administra
tion , AUI/Féirlaget , 601 80 Norrkéiping , Sweden (only Swe
dish version). 

Qwerin Gunilla : Metropolit and the Media. A study of the cove
rage given to the project by the Stockholm press and by tele
vision. National Council for Crime Prevention . 1987: 4 
(Available in Swedish only) . Obtainable from booksellers or 
through Allmiinna Féirlaget , Kundtjiinst , S-106 47 Stockholm . 

The Metropolit project, a longitudinal study of persons 
born in Stockholm in 1953 which has been in progress at 
Stockholm University si nee the 1960s, attracted a great deal 
of attention on the part of the daily papers and television for 
a lime in February and March 1986. During thal lime, 133 
articles about the project were published by the four Stock
holm papers Dagens Nyheter, Svenska Dagbladet , Alton
bladet and Expressen, starting with Dagens Nyheter on 



10 February, wh en news of the project first broke. Indignant 
Stockholm journalists, researchers , politicians and members 
of the general public ai red their views concerning data regis
tration and the autonomy of research. The debate was con
cerned more with the right of researchers to compile data 
registers than with the content of the research. The project 
findings were presented on only a few occasions , mostly as 
a background to the backgound to the question of data regis
tration. 

Metropolit and the media. A study of the coverage 
given to the project by the Stockholm press and by television 
analyses the news and debate articles , leaders and other 
material in the Stockholm papers, together with news and 
magazine programmes on television , in both quantitative 
and qualitative terms. 

Il was fou nd that more than hall of ail newspapers art
icles concerning the Metroppolit project had been published 
on news pages. Most of the statements published came from 
representatives of higher education establishments and the 
Data lnspectorate and from politicians . ln the case of the 
politicians , the Social Democrats were most in favour of the 
project being allowed to continue , while the three non
Socialist parties referred mainly to the importance of people 
affected by surveys being made aware of them. 

More than 40 per cent of the total number of articles 
appeared du ring the first week of the debate. And during the 
same week , the news of the Metropolit project occasioned 
comment on the editorial pages of ail Stockholm papers, 
with sceptical remarks concerning a statement in Dagens 
Nyheter by Professer Carl-Gunnar Janson. 

Dahlgren Peter: The Press Image of Crime. Sweden 
National Cou neil of Crime Prevention. 1987: 1. Obtainable 
from booksellers or through Allmanna Fërlaget, Kundtjanst, 
S-10647, Stockholm. 

Major crimes and crime waves naturally attract the 
attention of both the general public and polit icians, but there 
is also another ki nd of crime journalism, viz day-to-da y crime 
coverage , which generales the image of everyday criminal 
activity. This press image is important , because indirectly it 
help to define the normal or prevailing crime situation in the 
country - a kind of background relief to the more sen
sational news items. 

"The Press Image of Crime" is the final report from a 
survey based on material published in eight Swedish daily 
papers between August 1984 and July 1985. The news
papers in question are Sk§nska Dagbladet , Arbetet , Nya 
Wermlands-Tidningen , Vasterbottens Folkblad , Dagens 
Nyheter , Svenska Dagbladet , Expressen and Aftonbladet. 
This material includes only a few articles of sensational 
crime coverge. If anything, it is day-to-day crime coverage 
that predomiantes. 

The report is divided into three sections . The first of 
these deals with the informative dimension of press cover
age in quantitative terms and charts what is written in the dif
ferent papers , i.e . the categories of crime included , the types 
of tact presented and the amount written . One finds, for 
example , that crime articles do not bulk large in news cover
age and that most of them are very short. They are domi
nated by reports of cri minai incidents or suspected incidents 
and police intervention . Only twelve percent of the articles 
deal with crimes which have been solved. 

The second part of the report analyses how news
papers write about crime , i.e . narrative style and structure , 
narrative dynamics and what is termed the thematic fields of 
crime . This analysis leads to the conclusion that crime jour
nalism of this kind does not make very useful public infor
mation. Nor does it really olier exciting or substantial 
reading . 

ln the concluding section of the report, the findings are 
discussed in a wider perspective, especially with reference 
to the reader's own rea lity and to crime journalism as a 
social phenomenon . The emphasis here is on practical or
ganisational factors shaping the actions of the press , and 
also on the interaction of press and public. Ail discussions 
on the subject of change must be based on these conditions 
and not only on journalists' viewpoints. 

Criminal developments in 1987. Research Division. National 
Co uncil of Crime Prevention. 1987 : 5 (Available in Swedish 
only) . Obtainable from booksellers or from Allmanna Faria
ger, Kundtjanst , S-1 06 67 Stockholm. 

More than a million crimes- 1,095,000 to be exact
were reported in 1986: These included 960,000 offences 
against the Penal Code and 135,000 coming under special 
penal law (e.g . traffic and drug offences) . The Penal Code 
offences showed a heavy predominance of crimes against 
property (about 90%). A very large proportion of these crimi
nal activities involved vehicles of various kinds . 55,000 cars 
and 92,000 bicycles were stolen, 152,000 thelis were com
mitted from motor vehicles and there were 52,000 cases of 
damage to motor vehicles . Altogether this makes about one
t hi rd of offences coming under the Penal Code. Burglary 
offences (152,000) are another large category. 

Crimes against the persan (69 ,000) , on the other hand, 
are a small category in percentage terms, viz 7%. Minor 
offences predominate here. Most of the offences coming 
under special penal law are infringements of the Traffic 
Offences Act (67,0000) or the Drug Offences Act (38 ,000) . 

Number of crimes increasing 

The structure of crimes reported to the police has not 
changed appreciably over time , but there has been an 
increase in the number of crimes . The number of crimes 
reported to the police has more than quintupled since 1950, 
rising from 195,000 to over a million . Even allowing for 
demographie development, the crime rate today is of more 
than four times thal prevailing 36 years ago. 

The number of crimes in 1986 was 77,000 or 7% up on 
the figure for the preceding year. Larceny offences account 
for the main increase, especially car thelis and thelis from 
motor vehicles . 

The number of offences reported against special penal 
law increased by 11 ,000. The total for 1986 was 135,000 an 
increase of 9% compared with the preceding year. Develop
ments with regard to special penal law hinge above ali on the 
development of traffic and drug offences. Changes in these 
offences - especially in the shorter term - are to a great 
extent connected with the way in which the authorities 
deploy their resources. This is due to their being what are 
termed crimes of investigation and intervention. ln other 
words, these crimes are revealed by the deployment of of
ficial resources, e.g. in the form of a road check . If the auth
orities devote more interest to these offences, then, in the 
short term , more crimes will be discovered and reported . 

Most offences coming under the Penal Code are re
ported by the victims , and so these figures are less suscep
tible to changes of official policy. Disposition to report crimes 
is influenced above ali by two factors: the degree of damage 
or injury, and the social distance between victim and culprit. 
Thus crimes of violence and crimes against property are 
more likely to be reported if they entai! considerable injury or 
damage respectively. lnsurance coverage is another import
ant factor where crim·es against property are concerned . 

Social distance is an important consideration where 
crimes of violence are concerned . Many of these crimes 
involve people who , one way or another, are related to each 
other. If they are closely related, this reduces the likelihood 
of a report being made. As a result , many of the minor cri
mes of violence occurring, for example, in pair relations , are 
not reported to the police. 
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There is nothing to suggest that a rise in the number 
of crimes reported to the police can be generally attributed 
to a growing disposition to lay complaints. Where crimes of 
assault are concerned , however, the disposition to lay a 
complaint has probably increased somewhat. If so, the 
growth of violent crime has not been quite as heavy as the 
statistics indicate. The development of sexual offences 
reported to the police may also have been influenced by 
changes in the disposition to lay complaints. 

Clear-up rates 

364,000 of the one million crimes reported in 86 were 
cleared up. The clear-up rate varies a great deal from one 
type of crime to another. "Crimes of investigation and inter
vention " have the highest clear-up rates, the reason being 
that crime and criminal are often revealed simultaneously, 
e.g. when a drunken-d river is stopped in a road check. 
Crimes often involving a relationship between culprit and 
victim- e.g. crimes of violence- have a high clear-up rate 
because the victim is olten able to identify the culprit . Most 
crimes of larceny, on the other hand , are not cleared up, 
there being as a rule no contact involved here between 
culprit and victim . 

There were about 92,000 suspects behind the 364,000 
cleared-up crimes. The level of criminal activity , however, is 
very uneven with a small group of highly active criminals 
accounting for a disproportionately large share of both 
solved and unsolved crimes. 

Sentencing 

Most of the 66,000 or so persans prosecuted and con
victed were fined . This applied to 30 ,000 convicted of
tenders. Fines, imposed either by a court or in the form of 
spot fines by police officers or as penal injunctions issued by 
a prosecutor are by far the commonest reaction to crime. 

Suspended sentences were handed down in 10,500 
cases , and 6,000 persans were put on probation . Another 
14,500 persans were sentenced to imprisonment , almost 
one in every three of them being a drunken-driver. 

One of the express aims of criminal policy in Sweden 
has been to reduce the use of prison sentences, but during 
1986 there was a certain increase in the number of persans 
sentenced to imprisonment. 

Criminal developments in 1987 

describes and analyses developments in the following 
categories of crime: 

- Crimes of vio lence 
- Sexual offences 
- Robberies 
- Burglaries 
- Vehicle shefts and thefts from motor vehicles 
- Shoplifting 
- Fraud 
- Wanton damage 
- Drug offences 
- Drunken-driving offences. 

An account is also given of clear-up rates and cri minai 
proceedings in offences of these kinds. 

The report ends with a number of separate articles 
dealing with various topical subjects: 

- Econometrie analysis of crime in Sweden 
-Crime and insurance 
- Restrictions concerning arrest, detention and com-

mittal 
- Analysis of criminal trends and attempted forecasts 
- Violent crime in Scotland and Sweden . 
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Switzerland 

Prisons, droit pénal: le tournant? (Prisons, criminallaw: the 
turning point?) . Texts collected and edited by Marti,al Got
traux and Marianne Bornicchi . Edition d'en bas, Lausanne, 
1987. 

Schuh J . : Aktuelle Probleme des Straf- und Massnah
menvollzugs (Current problems of the prison and sentence 
enforcement system). Verlag Rüegger, Chur 1987. 

United Kingdom 

Applying psychology to imprisonment : theory and practice. 
Edited by McGurk B. J., Thornton D.M. and Williams M., Lon
don , Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1987. 

Aspects of lite in local prisons, London , National Association 
for the Gare and Resettlement of Offenders, 1987. 

Mama A., Mars M. and Stevenson P. : Breaking the silence: 
women's imprisonment. London , Women's Equality Group. 
London Strategie Policy Unit, 1987. 

Facing the problem : a report on alternatives to un
employment for offenders , London , NACRO, 1987. 

Bradsjaw R.: The fugitive years. Harmondsworth, Penguin , 
1986. 

Go directly to goal? London, Howard League for Penal 
Reform. 

HM Prison Dorchester: Report by HM Chief lnspector of Pri
sons. London , Home Office, 1986. 

HM Prison Oxford: Report by HM Chief lnspector of Prisons. 
London , Home Office, 1986. 

Home Office Prison Department: objectives , organisation 
and management of the Prison Service Industries and 
Farms. Report by the Controller and Auditor General , 
("National Audit Office"). London, HMSO, 1987 (HC. 93, 
Session 1987-88) . 

Information leaflets for prisoners. London , NACRO's Prison 
Link Unit , 1986 . 

Fellowes N. : Killing time. Tring , Lion Publishing, 1986. 

Penal services for offenders: comparative studies of 
England and Poland 1984/85. Ed ited by T. Wilson . Alders
hot , Avebury, 1987. 

Prison statistics , England and Wales, 1986, London , HMSO, 
1987 (CM 210) . 

The probation service: in a changing society , London, Home 
Office, 1987. 

Probation: the next live years: a joint statement by the Asso
ciation of Chief Officers of Probation , Central Cou neil of Pro
bation Committees, National Association of Probation 
Officers London . 1987. 

Report of an lnquiry by Her Majesty's Chief lnspector of Pri
sons for England and Wales into the disturbances in prison 
service establishments in England between 29 April-2 May 
1986. London, HMSO, 1987. (HC 42, Session 1987-88). 

Lee D. and McGurk B.J .: Research by staff in the Directo
rate of Psychological Services: a bibliography London , 
Home Office, Directorate of Psychological Services, 1987. 
(DPS Report , Series 1 : No. 27). 

McLean S. : A review of the literature on hostage incidents. 
London , Home Office, Directorate of Psychological Servi
ces , 1986. (DPS Report , Series 1 : No. 25.) 

McGurk B.J. and Fludger N.L.: Selecting prison officers in 
Great-Britain : a summary of research . London , Home 
Office, Directorate of Psychological Services, 1986 (DPS 
Report, Series 1: No. 26). 

Atherton R. : Summons to serve : the Christian cali to prison 
ministry. London , Geoffrey Chapman , 1987. 



News in brief 
Belgium 

To alleviate overcrowding in prisons, measures 
were taken in March and May 1987 to speed up pro
visional releases pending a pardon. These measures 
concerned prisoners serving short sentences (one year 
or less) who had not more than three months left to serve. 

Portugal 

The University Department of Psychiatry and Men
tal Health of the Lisbon Medical Science Faculty and the 
Directorate General of Prison Administration have signed 
a co-operation agreement covering three fields: scientific 
research, the training of prison staff and the setting up of 
a Clinic of Psychiatry and Mental Health. 

Sweden 

A Parliamentary Committee on Social Services has 
presented a report named "The Misuser, Social Services 
and Coercion". The committee presents two proposais 
for a review of the current legislation on coercive treal
ment of adult drug misusers, the Act on Treatment of 
Drug Misusers. 

The Committee presents an overview of the living 
conditions of misusers of hard drugs and how these con
ditions have changed during the last decades. The pre
sent situation and the the development of the treatment 
of drug misusers are also described and a number of 
deliberations and proposais aiming at strengthening in 
the first place, the efforts and measures directed towards 
the adult drug misusers on the part of the social service 
authorities are presented in the report. 

HIV/AIDS Work within the Swedish Prison Service 

Since many of the clients of the Prison and Proba
tion Service are drug addicts a strategy for the preven
tion of the contamination of HIV/AIDS has been worked 
out . The purpose of this strategy can be described as 
follows: 

- To reach ali addicts with information on 
HIV/AIDS. 

- To offer - and to motivate the inmates for 
HIV/AIDS tests. 

- To motivate the in mates for treatment through an 
active motivation work. To initiale, develop and transmit 
different kinds of treatment. 

The projects are in the first place directed towards 
intravenous drug misusers, who through the ir misuse be
haviour runa great risk of contamination. The work of the 
staff must be continuous and undertaken in cooperation 
with authorities outside the correctional system like for 
example social service authorties, health care authori
ties, etc. 

lnitially the Prison and Probation Service received a 
number of posts for "motivating staff" at the remand pri
sons in the biggest cilies, Stockholm, Gothenburg and 
Malmë. This work has been followed up by specially 
directed motivation efforts at local correctional institu
tions in the city areas including a number of national cor
rectional institutions with exceptionally numerous drug 
addicted clients. 

To provide for continuity in the motivation work the 
probation organisation has received additional 24 staff. 
These persons shall assis! in developing forms of coope
ration with the local social services in the way that inma
tes and probation clients are assured to be included in 
the rehabilitation of drug misusers and to make this work 
successful. 

Most drug misusers within the prison service agree 
to be tested. Du ring the period January 1, 1986 to July 
1, 1987 about 12,500 Hl V tests were made. Of these 
tests 62 proved to be previously unknown as positive for 
HIV/AIDS. 

United Kingdom 

Fresh start: new working arrangement for prison staff in 
England and Wales 

Fundamental changes in working arrangements, or
ganisaton and pay systems for prison officers are being 
introduced this year in prison establishments in England 
and Wales. The purpose is to resolve long-standing pro
blems of excessive overtime working by prison officers, 
and rigid and inflexible working and management 
systems. 

The package is in three main, inter-related parts. 
The first is the introduction of group working arrange
ments and new shift systems for prison offiers which 
match operational needs more closely. The aim is to pro
vide prison management with flexible systems to enable 
it to meet the special needs of each establishment, to 
respond quickly to changing circumstances and to 
pursue improvements in regime standards. The new 
arrangements will also provide a more satisfying role for 
prison officers by allocating them to working groups 
which specialise in a particular range of activities. 

The second part is intended to ens ure th at changed 
working arrangements are matched by a top manage
ment structure within prisons in which li nes of accounta
bility for the main functions are clearly defined. lt 
includes the estab lishment of proper reporting relations
hips and, more fundamentally, the unification of the uni
form grades and the Governor grades within a unified 
grading structure. This will facilitate career progression 
and , it is hoped , improve the motivation of staff. 

The third element concerns pay. The proposais are 
intended to eliminate the concept of overtime, which in 
the past has distorted the management task and impin
ged on the home life of staff. The proposais provide for 
a fi xed 39 hour working week with , initially, the option to 
contract to work in additonal 9 hours. The intention is to 
phase out the additional hours gradually, in successive 
years . 

Extensive negotiations look place over several 
months between Prison Service management and the 
trade unions about the details of the proposais. The 
package won the support of the Prison Service and a rol
ling programme of implementation is now underway. 

Fresh Start structures and pay rates are being im
plemented in ali establishments in England and Wales on 
a graduai basis. Implementation should be completed 
early in 1988. 

Scotland 

The planned re-arrangement of penal accom
modation mentioned in the last bulletin has now been 
carried out successfully as a result of which overcrow
ding within the prison has been very substantially 
reduced . 

ln 3 prisons there have recently been instances of 
officers being held hostage by inmates. ln ali 3 cases, the 
situation was resolved satisfactorily. 
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List of directors of prison administrations 
of the member states of the Council of Europe 

Austria : Dr. Helmut Gonsa, Director General of the 
Prison Administration, Ministry of Justice, Museum
strasse, 7, A-1016 Vienna 

Belgium: Monsieur Julien de Ridder , Directeur Géné
ral de l'Administration Pénitentiaire, Ministère de la 
Justice, Avenue de la Toison d'Or, 55, B-1 060 
Bruxelles 

Cyprus : Mr. 1. lacovides, Director of the Prison 
Department, Nicosia 

Denmark: Mr. A. Troldborg , Direktor for Kriminal
forsorgen , Justitsmin isteriet Klareboderne, 1, 
DK-1115 Copenhagen K 

France: Monsieur François Bonnelle, Directeur de 
l'Administration Pénitentiaire, Ministère de la Justice, 
13, Place Vendôme, F-75042 Paris Cedex 1 

Federal Republ ic of Germany : Dr. Klaus Meyer, 
Ministerialrat, Bundesministerium der Justiz, Heine
mannstrasse, 6, Postfach 200650, D-5300 Bonn 2 

Greece: Madame Marie Farmakis, Directeur de 
l'Exécution des Peines, Ministère de la Justice, 
Section des Relations Internationales, 2 rue Zinonos, 
GR-Athènes 

lceland : Mr. Thorsteinn A. Jonsson, Head of the Divi
sion of Corrections, Ministry of Justice, IS-1 01 
Reykjavik 

lreland: Mr. M. J . Mellet, Head of Prisons, Depart
ment of Justice, 72-76 St-Stephen's Green, IRL
Dublin 2 

ltaly : Monsieur Nicolo Amato, Direttore Generale per 
gli lstituti di Prevenzione e Pena, Ministero di Grazia 
e Giustizia, Via Silvestri, 252, 1-00164 Rome 

Luxembourg: Monsieur Pierre Schmitt, Avocat 
Général, Délégué du Procureur Général d'Etat pour la 
Direction Générale des Etablissements Pénitentiaires 
et Maisons d'Education, Parquet Général Côte 
d'Eich , 12, L-Luxembourg/Gd-Duché 
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Malta: Mr. Ronald C. Theuma, Director of Prisons, 
Prisons Department, Valletta Road, Paola/Malta 

Netherlands: Mr. H. B. Greven, Director of the Prison 
Administration, Ministry of Justice, Schedeldoeksha
ven , 100, NL-2500 EH The Hague 

Norway: Mr. Rolf B. Wegner, Director General, 
Department of Prisons, Probation and After-Care, 
Ministry of Justice, P.O. Box 8005 Dep., N-0030 Oslo 
1 

Portugal: M. Fernando Duarte, Directeur Général de 
l'Administration Pénitentiaire, Ministerio de Justica, 
Travessa da Cruz do Torel No. 1, P-1198 Lisbonne 

Spain: Monsieur Andrés Marquez Aranda, Directeur 
Général des Institutions Pénitentiaires, Ministerio de 
Justicia, San-Bernardo, 45 , E-Madrid 8 

Sweden: Mr. Bjërn Weibo, Director General National 
Prison and Probation, Administration, Kriminal
vardsstyrelsen, S-60180 Norrkoping 

Switzerland: Monsieur Andrea Baechtold, Chef de la 
Section Exécution des Peines et Mesures, Division de 
la Justice , Office Fédéral de la Justice, Département 
Fédéral de Justice et Police, CH-3003 Berne 

Turkey: Monsieur Cahit Ozdikis, Directeur Général 
des Etablissements Pénitentiaires, Ministère de la 
Justice, Adalet Bakanligi, Bakanliklar, TR-Ankara 

United Kingdom : 

England and Wa/es: Mr. Christopher J. Train, Director 
General H. M. Prison Service Headquarters, Home 
Office, Cleland House, Page Street, GB-London SW1 P4LN 

Scot/and: Mr. A. M. Thomson, Director of the Scottish 
Prison Service, St-Margaret's House, London Road, 
Edinburgh EH 8 7TQ 

Northern Ire/and : Mr. J. Steele, Head of the Prison 
Service, Dundonald House, Upper New Townards 
Road, Belfast BT 4 3SU . 




